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LETTER ON POETICS (AFTER RIMBAUD)

So I see you’re a teacher again. November 10th was ridiculous, 
we were all caught unawares. And that “we” is the same as the 
“we” in these poems, as against “them”, and maybe against “you”, 
in that a rapid collectivising of subjectivity equally rapidly involves 
locked doors, barricades, self-definition through antagonism etc. 
If you weren’t there, you just won’t get it. But anyway, a few 
months later, or was it before, I can’t remember anymore, I sat 
down to write an essay on Rimbaud. I’d been to a talk at Marx 
House and was amazed that people could still only talk through 
all the myths: Verlaine etc nasty-assed punk bitch etc gun running, 
colonialism, etc. Slightly less about that last one. As if there were 
nothing to say about what it was in Rimbaud’s work - or in avant-
garde poetry in general - that could be read as the subjective 
counterpart to the objective upheavals of any revolutionary 
moment. How could what we were experiencing, I asked myself, 
be delineated in such a way that we could recognise ourselves in 
it. The form would be monstrous. That kinda romanticism doesn’t 
help much either. I mean, obviously a rant against the government, 
even delivered via a brick through the window, is not nearly 
enough. I started thinking the reason the student movement failed 
was down to the fucking slogans. They were awful. As feeble as 
poems. Yeh, I turned up and did readings in the student 
occupations and, frankly, I’d have been better off just drinking. It 
felt stupid to stand up, after someone had been doing a talk on 
what to do if you got nicked, or whatever, to stand up and read 
poetry. I can’t kid myself otherwise. I can’t delude myself that my 
poetry had somehow been “tested” because they kinda liked it. 
Because, you know, after we achieved political understanding 
our hatred grew more intense, we began fighting, we were guided 
by a cold, homicidal repulsion, and very seldom did we find that 
sensation articulated in art, in literature. That last is from Peter 
Weiss. I wondered could we, somehow, could we write a poem 
that (1) could identify the precise moment in the present 
conjuncture, (2) name the task specific to that moment, ie a poem 
that would enable us to name that decisive moment and (3) exert 
force inasmuch as we would have condensed and embodied the 

sean bonney



concrete analysis of the concrete situation. I’m not talking about 
the poem as magical thinking, not at all, but as analysis and 
clarity. I haven’t seen anyone do that. But, still, it is impossible to 
fully grasp Rimbaud’s work, and especially Une Saison en Enfer, 
if you have not studied through and understood the whole of 
Marx’s Capital. And this is why no English speaking poet has 
ever understood Rimbaud. Poetry is stupid, but then again, 
stupidity is not the absence of intellectual ability but rather the 
scar of its mutilation. Rimbaud hammered out his poetic 
programme in May 1871, the week before the Paris Communards 
were slaughtered. He wanted to be there, he kept saying it. The 
“long systematic derangement of the senses”, the “I is an other”, 
he’s talking about the destruction of bourgeois subjectivity, yeh? 
That’s clear, yeh? That’s his claim for the poetic imagination, 
that’s his idea of what poetic labour is. Obviously you could read 
that as a simple recipe for personal excess, but only from the 
perspective of police reality. Like, I just took some speed, then 
smoked a joint and now I’m gonna have a pepsi, but that’s not 
why I’m writing this and it’s not what it’s about. The “systematic 
derangement of the senses” is the social senses, ok, and the “I” 
becomes an “other” as in the transformation of the individual into 
the collective when it all kicks off. It’s only in the English speaking 
world, where none of us know anything except how to kill, that 
you have to point simple shit like that out. In the enemy language 
it is necessary to lie. & seeing as language is probably the chief 
of the social senses, we have to derange that. But how do we get 
to that without turning into lame-assed conceptualists trying to 
get jiggy with their students. You know what, and who, I mean. 
For the vast majority of people, including the working class, the 
politicised workers and students are simply incomprehensible. 
Think about that when you’re going on about rebarbative avant-
garde language. Or this: simple anticommunication, borrowed 
today from Dadaism by the most reactionary champions of the 
established lies, is worthless in an era when the most urgent 
question is to create a new communication on all levels of practice, 
from the most simple to the most complex. Or this: in the liberation 
struggles, these people who were once relegated to the realm of 
the imagination, victims of unspeakable terrors, but content to 



lose themselves in hallucinatory dreams, are thrown into disarray, 
re-form, and amid blood and tears give birth to very real and 
urgent issues. Its simple, social being determines content, content 
deranges form etc. Read Rimbaud’s last poems. They’re so 
intensely hallucinatory, so fragile, the sound of a mind at the end 
of its tether and in the process of falling apart, the sound of the 
return to capitalist business-as-usual after the intensity of 
insurrection, the sound of the collective I being pushed back into 
its individuality, the sound of being frozen to fucking death. Polar 
ice, its all he talks about. OK, I know, that just drags us right back 
to the romanticism of failure, and the poete maudite, that kinda 
gross conformity. And in any case, it’s hardly our conjuncture. 
We’ve never seized control of a city. But, I dunno, we can still 
understand poetic thought, in the way I, and I hope you, work at 
it, as something that moves counter-clockwise to bourgeois anti-
communication. Like all of it. Everything it says. We can engage 
with ideas that have been erased from the official account. If it’s 
incomprehensible, well, see above. Think of an era where not 
only is, say, revolution impossible, but even the thought of 
revolution. I’m thinking specifically of the west, of course. But 
remember, most poetry is mimetic of what some square thinks is 
incomprehensible, rather than an engagement with it. There the 
phrase went beyond the content, here the content goes beyond 
the phrase. I dunno, I’d like to write a poetry that could speed up 
a dialectical continuity in discontinuity & thus make visible 
whatever is forced into invisibility by police realism, where the 
lyric I - yeh, that thing - can be (1) an interrupter and (2) a collective, 
where direct speech and incomprehensibility are only possible 
as a synthesis that can bend ideas into and out of the limits of 
insurrectionism and illegalism. The obvious danger being that 
disappeared ideas will only turn up ‘dead’, or reanimated as 
zombies: the terrorist as a damaged utopian where all of the 
elements, including those eclipsed by bourgeois thought are still 
absolutely occupied by that same bourgeoisie. I know this doesn’t 
have much to do with ‘poetry’, as far as that word is understood, 
but then again, neither do I, not in that way. Listen, don’t think I’m 
shitting you. This is the situation. I ran out on ‘normal life’ around 
twenty years ago. Ever since then I’ve been shut up in this 



ridiculous city, keeping to myself, completely involved in my work. 
I’ve answered every enquiry with silence. I’ve kept my head 
down, as you have to do in a contra-legal position like mine. But 
now, surprise attack by a government of millionaires. Everything 
forced to the surface. I don’t feel I’m myself anymore. I’ve fallen 
to pieces, I can hardly breathe. My body has become something 
else, has fled into its smallest dimensions, has scattered into 
zero. And yet, as soon as it got to that, it took a deep breath, it 
could suddenly do it, it had passed across, it could see its 
indeterminable function within the whole. Yeh? That wasn’t 
Rimbaud, that was Brecht, but you get the idea. Like on the 24th 
November we were standing around, outside Charing Cross, just 
leaning against the wall etc, when out of nowhere around 300 
teenagers ran past us, tearing up the Strand, all yelling “WHOSE 
STREETS OUR STREETS”. Well it cracked us up. You’d be a pig 
not to answer.
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Hulk Hogan’s love poem

my dearest love,

Sweet nectar dipped SCum bag, im gONNa kiss/Tear yOur Head OFF

each morning with you...feelings...

STerOidS NOT uNderSTaNd.

i remember the day WHeN We meT aT SummerSlam, THe SKy’S gONNa Fall

im gONNa/cuddle HulKamaiNia ON yOu aNd yOur SPiNe.

more feelings. mOre ‘rOidS.

must THrOW/stroke a kitten.

We will be forever entwined iN a HeadlOCK

uNTil yOu PaSS OuT with love and chocolates and my elbOW.

When again will i take you in my arms

aNd CruSH yOu uNTil eyeS SlOP OuT OF SOCKeTS.

Sing/SHOuT sweet songs to you

until your heart eXPlOdeS. legdrOP. SuPleX.1,2,3. Win.

i love you/WreSTliNg.

001011001000110010101101111001000000110011101100001011011010110010101110011 
(i Play VideO gameS)

up down left right
y b X a
rb lb rT lT
Start baCK X 5
The wise finger exercises stop killer cramp. FiNgerS must be supple.

Focus on the shiny square – and the rendered guts.
Today i killed 314 people and subconsciously ate maltesers
Possibly detached, but not maiming real people.
 That’s for real people to carry out on the news.
i’m no longer afraid of  Zombies
i’ve trained hard for 12 straight hours. Have you?
When the brain-chomping holocaust comes
i will get a shotgun, nunchuks and infinite continues.



Stopped a nuclear war in a computer
Saved millions of  little computer men
Then nuked them and their computer families
because i was bored of  being the good guy.

Switching this Fucker off
is like turning off  granny’s life support
i should do it really and get on with life, but i don’t want to
What if  granny goes to hell? She can still knit right?

 0100100100100000011100000110110001100001011110010010000001110110011010010
11001000110010101101111001000000110011101100001011011010110010101110011

The six hour toy commercial

i, ii, ii – arterial rage disappointment shunt
in eyes brain processed, 0.0012 par secs of  directly made shame.
geoffrey the giraffe rubs his hay shit hoofs
george rubs geoffrey’s penis green.
Complete disregard disregard
deep as a rock with a tunnel and a monster in it
it was way shiny – magpies like shiny things – magpies are cunts. i will salute no more.
Story tied up like laces through shoe connected tightly to testicle.
Soulless men acting soulless 
in front of  invisible green screen machinations.
Plot lost shat good space mysticism? ONly iF yOu dO stuff  STiFF iN TuNiSia!
Some points george - 

you would remember owning 2 robots.
you would remember making a shiny robot.
Whats with all the robot forgetting?
Why can a robot fly in the past but not the future?

aNSWer uS.

 



       S                t                 u                  p                 i       d                       H                                                                                                 
01010011   01110100   01110101   01110000   01101001   01100100   00100000   01001000     
      u                 m                 a                 n                                  m                u                 m                            
01110101   01101101   01100001   01101110   00100000   01101101   01110101   01101101 
                          a                 n                 d                                   d                  a                 d
00100000   01100001   01101110   01100100   00100000   01100100   01100001   01100100 

        T              h                 a                 n                  k                                   y                 o                                                               watch                                      
01010100   01101000   01100001   01101110   01101011   00100000   01111001   01101111    
      u                                              s                  t                           u                 p                     i                  d                                                    Terminator
01110101   00100000   01110011   01110100    01110101   01110000   01101001   01100100   
                         h                  u                m                 a                n                                   m                          
00100000   01101000   01110101   01101101   01100001   01101110   00100000   01101101   
      u                 m                                                  a                    n                 d                                              d        
01110101   01101101   00100000    01100001  01101110   01100100   00100000   01100100   
       a                 d
01100001   01100100  
       f                        o                     r           
 01100110   01101111   01110010   00100000    
     m                        a                k                        i                      n                    g                                            m                                              i told it 
01101101   01100001   01101011    01101001   01101110    01100111   00100000   01101101   
        e                                             s                   u                    p                     e                      r                                                                      NO KilliNg.
01100101   00100000   01110011   01110101   01110000   01100101   01110010   00100000   
      f                        a                    s                      t                                             a                     n                    d         
01100110   01100001   01110011   01110100   00100000   01100001   01101110   01100100   
                                p                   o                   w                    e                         r                   f                      u
00100000   01110000   01101111   01110111   01100101   01110010   01100110   01110101   
       l                          
01101100 
       a                       n                     d                                          a
 01100001   01101110   01100100   00100000   01100001    
      c                       c                     o                    r                      d                      i                     n                   g                            watch 2001 – space odyssey
01100011   01100011   01101111   01110010   01100100   01101001   01101110   01100111   
                               t                    o                                                  m                o                 o                      r 
00100000   01110100   01101111   00100000   011010011  0101111   01101111   01110010   
       e                    s                                              l                      a                  w                                  
01100101  01110011   00100000   01101100   01100001   01110111   00100000   
        t                   w
01110100   01110111   
      i                        c                   e                                              a                     s                                           d
01101001   01100011   01100101   00100000   01100001   01110011  00100000   01100100   

         a                     n                   g                      e                    r                    o                     u                    s                                   We are soft bags          
01100001   01101110   01100111   01100101   01110010   01101111   01110101   01110011   
                              e                     v                     e                      r                    y                                            1                         
00100000   01100101   01110110   01100101   01110010   01111001   00100000   00110001   
       8                                            m                    o                    n                    t                     h                   s                                    my laptop
00111000   00100000   01101101   01101111   01101110   01110100   01101000   01110011   
       .                      i                                                 h                  a                     v                                                                                                      is
00101110    01001001   00100000   01101000   01100001   01110110                                                                               a TiTaNium allOy.
        e                                            o                     b                   s                     e                      r                    v      
01100101   00100000   01101111   01100010  01110011   01100101   01110010   01110110   
       e                     d                                              t                    h                   e                                            m                    
01100101   01100100   00100000   01110100   01101000   01100101   00100000   01001101   
         a                    t                      r                    i                     x                                               o                  n   
01100001   01110100   01110010   01101001   01111000   00100000   01101111   01101110   
                               m                   y                                             i                    n                     t                     e      
00100000   01101101   01111001   00100000   01101001   01101110   01110100   01100101   
         r                    n                    e                      t                                             a                    n                     d      
01110010   01101110   01100101   01110100   00100000   01100001   01101110   01100100   
                                t                     a                    k                    e                    n                                              n       
00100000   01110100   01100001   01101011   01100101   01101110   00100000   01101110                                  and emperor of. 
       o                     t                     e                       s                      .
01101111   01110100   01100101   01110011   00101110   
         S                   w                     e                    e                     t                                            d                      r  
01010011  01110111   01100101   01100101   01110100   00100000   01100100   01110010    
       e                       a                   m                    s                       .
01100101   01100001   01101101   01110011   00101110



ultimate childishness

Pineapple – in chunks and syrupy on a Wednesday
a collection of  toys stuffed in a skin – THe HaPPieST SauSage.
Kind hands snap bad boys.

Horse hostility – i’m NOT ridiNg THiS SiCK Nag.
Searching out nothing for nothing’s sake because it is awesome
punching a girl and no prison.

Poking a dead fox with a specialist stick
running away from dead fox – iT FuCKiNg TWiTCHed.
if  my SNeS had a hole.

The first middle finger – discovered a new super code.
Cock sure, fleet foot i loved my new pointy weapon – unveiled it on the elderly.
used it on my mum. ONCe.

gobbling your own produce – free easy sweets.
Pinching affection, affection cried to teacher – SHe lOVeS me.
Catapult + 9 + stupid cat.

Wrestling moves – are NOT FaKerS
cartoons filled with more violence than “Nam man.
i am He maN.

yOu are SKeleTOr.

boris johnson’s hair

look at his lovely, lovely,, stupid, lovely hair
The mouth doesn’t matter fill it full of  chips no difference
blunderbuss power politic bichon fries locked disaster face
guuuFFFFaaaaWWWW!
a deformed Churchill burger smashed into pooh bear’s corpse
re animated at 240 volts, fibre optic follicles burn through milk.
ra ra ra! ya ya ya!

How?

The king FOP, emperor bungle chops
jowl quivering over a microphone for stammering puppy sympathy
St bernard’s who cant rescue get put down. yelP. So sad.

i will do it FOr Free. i will shave his head.
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from recovery.

arrowhead being relationships possibilities to path 

that leads backbone dispatched

props of  it’s outward family group

slow i’m still culture and hang abandonment of  all periods

among the rebirth out to establish with the crops downed

stamped upon deeper revenue even evens sell settlement 

land underlay interests so dematerialised cliffs end movement

with a body industry on mobility where you the eyes

lack detail foreground to home suspect 

is in that first floor basement 

look indicates appropriated on 

respected desktop stationary

emotional to make to follow gravity show’s dogs paw

and said chicken claw devices paranoid sense of  condition

themselves in sent on forms surface 

impending deposits work mounted

more cut into strokes accumulating resin

machines contexts fills mother took

ink under synthetic and were



creeping up open plan life taken given pigment blues 

information possibilities to stock falling conditions than before

its delirium about ideas ink on ink to cutbacks

overlap function spread thick surface tapped present

speeds between ripped down environment divergence at shadows

heights gap to crouched in bin liners noted with infused

over lagging 

directs bailouts biodegradable letters clustered red density

averages dealt in well images outcomes in various rates of  light

circular directs posts copied and built contract depress in

ventilation banking into all resonates which to occur

over organ less from table a wetland transmits

bodies main energy by-products under-productivity weaving 

themselves standard aims to brandish

arms affect recognised as central to branding 

storm brain fall out consciousness in corrosive purchases

one floor woodland dour descent start

barbed other sense of  devices sent coiled at closed minds in

word strips world form in quartets which bed translucent to 

near still of  information least oast



proportions life than before deficit paths stakeholders

like flexed considering circulars generated vampirism from

supine workers content in ventilation extending slogans to geld 

are seldom painted over 

main arteries determine every word struggle out disregarded

as experts peoples fuelled complex from location reflective

centre golden origins barbed strip in droveways believe in

administration truth with transparent multiples

organisation large centre apputenance forces on

text into issues profit administration produce consciousness on

accounts between foreground between what’s your polling station

weavers holders enclosures wooden boxes democks

interrogation hedges had cell block estates coast

brooch and gold pedant and chatelaine and pot

2 metal bowls and box and brooches not worn

brooches and pendants and beads and knife and two

copper rings brooch and pendant and coins and beads

metal bowl weaving batten

brooch and 2 pendants and amulets and fossil belt

pin knife and keys and ear scoop and box and wooden vessel
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Rotenbuck’s Caparison

Stalled on a charger, somewhere
north of the border, fly masterless
its sable confusion harness out.
Sad crawler goes spangled with starry
phonograph – stretching a web me over
to tumble down slope (cleft where leathern 
bucklers). 
            Some sequins around snouts
then, no more charging turned white
& leering sideboard crowd in plain sail
at flood’s knell. Fly North somewhere,
there to adorn hoof and a horse-thing in
verdant transmission tower’s roomy shade.
It was a miracle you got here, but

Uncertain Scrapbooks

Ah! come here, stale world’s range.
He: float restless, my brother frond.
A flute basin shouts; coins snore.
Lodestar lights dancer’s wry wasp rage.
‘Morph, cheap thing, brow ever on stage
but elect from Woden’s heart. Pen hotel well, 
sub-clerk!’
            In sum, Queen Toad’s son sours
when not reaching under tiger moth.
Crowned & raining, I despoil drab allies 
or offend hot hell’s weary monks, tell
heathen dragons to refrain, hit no hood
anywhere. A Roman sordidness vomits torts
to waste your claim. Heart, I beg u.

A Sputnik Crooner’s ABC

All done, regress home, a watcher
bored of thorny shell-stem rafters
at each nun’s bison fossil. Routes
glow, creased with astral gas. Nerds pry 
into proven-growth graphemes. Beach
bums clown there, wet. (Later, Flo telephoned
re K’s club.)
            So Mason’s seen squid outrun 
winter tuna, drenching Homer. He got 
nailed & slid in gasoline. CROWBAR PRIDE.
Omertà, fools. Nylon herd left whelks
rotting on the shore. If no head, a hand or 
hairy antenna’s odder. Most voters is worms,
but aw! my stoical Euro heritage.
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UNKNOWN POSITION

On stage: one woman, one man, one chair.

Object sexuality is a condition characterized by those who are sexually attracted to inanimate 

objects and actively pursue committed relationships with these objects.

– I was standing in this queue – 

– Right – 

– I was standing in this fucking long queue – 

– Don’t swear – 

– And after I’d been standing there, for nearly twenty minutes, it wouldn’t let me buy it – 

– What – 

– It wouldn’t go through the check-out – 

– What? 

– My afternoon was ruined. 

– But there’s no reason – 

– I’m not being unreasonable – 

– There’s no reason to take it out on me – 

– I’m not – 

– We’ve discussed this before – 

– This has never happened to me before, I’ve never waited for so long in a queue to find – 

– No, no – we’ve discussed – 

– What?

– We’ve discussed this – us.

– What of it?

– You can’t take your anger out on me.

– I’m not.



– Just because I’m with you, doesn’t mean you can treat me as – 

– Oh for God’s sake – 

– You can’t treat people like this – 

– Like what? I told you, about me – 

– Like play-things, toys to kick around – 

– I told you – I find it hard – I find it hard to, to – 

– Like – shit, frankly – 

– I find it hard – I find it hard to be with other people.

– Relationships are hard – 

– No – you don’t understand – 

– What is there for me to understand – 

– For years, my mother thought I was asexual. 

– You’re not asexual.

– Just wait – will you just – I never went out really, with my friends – or to meet people. 

– But now you’ve got me -

–  Please – It’s hard to explain  – I’ve tried talking to my mother – She doesn’t get it. 

And I don’t want to upset her – She was glad – glad that I was seeing someone. 

That I am sort of seeing someone. 

She wants – she wants me to settle down, to have this life 

A life of sitting in front of the television with meals from Iceland.  

Or a life where you sit and fight in the car, as you try and drive away for a weekend – 

Your map all crumpled on the dashboard as you can’t find your way – 

Or a life where you have to drink three glasses of wine after dinner, just to spend the time – 

–  You don’t have to do that, we don’t have to do that – 

– Just to spend the time, between dinner, and after, when you go upstairs to bed – 

To spend it without thinking – without having to think, of someone else.

–  But what about that time, when you said – 

–  I was probably lying – 

– When you said – no, you promised – 

–  I didn’t make any promises – 

– When you said – when you said that we could be together – 

– I didn’t make any promises –



Caspar was never so heartbroken as the day he was forced to leave his ex, Heather. She 

was a 52 channel Allen and Heath soundboard installed in his church. The church found 

out about his relationship and said: ‘you have the soundboard in your heart and not Jesus. 

Don’t come back.’

For years, my mother thought I was asexual.

I’m not asexual.

I never have been. I would know if I was.

But I knew the first moment I set eyes upon you, that I wanted you.

And yet my mother still tells me I need to break out –

To meet others - But who needs them?

Who needs others – 

Others who talk loudly on their phones in queues at the post office –

Or who sit opposite you on crowded trains, bumping their knees against yours.

“Sorry. Sorry.”

I’m not sorry. 

Object sexuality is characterized by people who are sexually attracted to inanimate objects 

and actually pursue committed relationships with these objects. These objects can range 

from computers to national monuments to model space ships.

For years, my mother thought I was asexual.

I am not asexual.

That’s not my type. 

I know my type, now.



Object sexuality is characterized by people who are sexually attracted to inanimate objects and 

pursue committed relationships with these objects. For example, Tomas fell head over heels into 

an emotionally and physically very complex relationship that lasted for years with a Hammond 

organ. But since he is particularly aroused by the inner workings of technical objects, repair jobs 

have often led to infidelity in the past.

I remember the first time we met.

And, did you know, Alice Woolf – Alice Woolf is in love with a fairground ride called 1001 

Nights. She sleeps with its picture on her ceiling and carries around its spare nuts and bolts to 

feel closer to it.

She first fell in love with the ride when she visited the park at 13. Ten years later, she began a 

courtship with the ride, traveling 100 miles, 10 times a year, and riding it over 3000 times. 

Having connected through an internet forum, Eliza goes to visit Alice. Alice is left alone to have 

an intimate moment with the ride, while Eliza goes for a walk. She happens upon a picket fence 

and feels an immediate attraction.

Did you know, Alice Woolf is in love with a fairground ride called 1001 Nights. 

Did you know, Alice Woolf is in love.
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I 4 U

Farewell between us
lies askance along
remembered time, like words

O how like us to
see in each other
each other’s parting
sorrow, rhym’d

Phrase-making is lovemaking
for the executive kind,
we need a language 
for the decisions we’ve made

I’ve got the rhythm
in part because my body’s
discrete: everything
I start gets interrupted
by time

O you’ve got a nice
face, I’m attracted. 
I can ignore everything else.
Love makes it feel like 
a game: so, the only 
currency I’ve got is
in my heart not my brain. 

Presently let’s make 
pretence of all else
bar love. 
Bar love, all else
is mere pleasantry. My job
is love – you
are its prerogative:
and though love’s debt, to which we
owe services, is a prison: 
to our loss of freedom we
are not cognitive.

I’ve got you on my mind, speaking
abruptly, cutting off 
transmissions: Umbra. The



occlusion’s enlarged
but I don’t mind: the way
I see it, I’ve been included
in something solid, I
don’t need light. You
stand out over and above
my mind’s surfaces, so
it must be
that this is the
limit of thought: where
it ceases to matter. 

Come on, I’ve got a 
long day ahead of me. 
Come on, my love. 
The day is short, my love. 
Yet for us, the day is long
during the course
of love’s seductive pedantry. 

I imagine spending
the price of a day 
without you and
it goes like this:

First let’s take account
of this: mind’s surpluses,
due to which I write this,
our collective bargain
and my playful use
of skill brought on
by educational practices. 

Oh I’ve got a bee in my bonnet, and my breast,
and the bee is you. Every bee is
you, coated in flower’s pollen:
Your herald unfurls it. 

So anyway, now
on this level
playing field
let me describe
my day in a
diagram limned 
in the meaning of
a gift: it is due to
you that this makes any sense.

Signed me, your limbs
and your fair flourishes
in mind – and Paul
McCartney singing in the background
where I write this. 



It’s not every day
that this happens, oh
here it goes towards
you: not me. 

Ok, here 
is what it means:

Front of a magazine
says ‘The End of AIDS?’
Man I hope so, but 
even if it’s not –
it’s the end of something

Oh Darrell you got
a new Big Issue
for me mate?
No? Oh, well. Oh, 
you going to go and
see your daughter tomorrow?
Cool. 

I’m not sure what
I expected my
feelings to look like
or my thoughts to
look like

I’m not sure
what I expected
my feelings to
sound like or my
thoughts to sound like

Dehydrated, I
don’t believe in 
you like I used
to, so what do
I 1-2-3-4
believe in: You?

Coal. Do you love me
because it was what 
you wanted?
Very low I.Q. score. Idiot. 

Break it into pieces,
then, and the other 
ones here will be
adopted into ceremonies
masquerading as free speech
in potential

Energy

Tell me and I’ll tell
you what we are
doing this for. 



I had an idea about
where they were
going.
They were going to get
you to come here.

I saw a ghost
Um…
They chatted about
what they don’t know
Um…
Then there were these
other things.
The mood was anxious. 

I got you – don’t worry. 

PS

1.

Yeah, I’m a bit of a fool 
for love. But I’m trying
to make this love letter our
parody of it.

2.

I don’t suppose I really expect
to die at a young age, but
I expect to die, of course!

3.

I think I’m writing even
though my intentions are blindsided
because the controls would have
run out sooner than we
could conceive of them anyway. 

4.

Equally, if it’s sincere
to LOL @ certainties because
they may – or, rather,
definitely will – hurt us
eventually, then although
I feel unused to + uncertain
about their absence, I will 4
u if u will 4 me 
+ on that basis we’ll 
share the burden presently
and see it’s relief
written on each other’s faces :D  
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pico

the ankle
dentelle
europe became
toute catholique
remained
spiritual resources
some of some 
seventy two conclusions
more than ignored

YAWEH into
IESU

there are no bad or 
unfortunate planets

pilot

daughter asked mother – 
put your mouth on him
so I can sleep – the charge
builds blocks the paint is new my
how quick you work it out my love
should be much slower do not 
look at my eyes

       it is funny your
       grip is tight and
       your knee is in my back
       I still can’t laugh because

it reached a point where she had to
think-of-your-face-to-masturbate-!

                      I’m really asking for it
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sincerly; signature
 
i am framing you framing me right now 

garbage plate pannini (title)
 
Spiritual Lottery
Cerebal Palsy
Mega_deth
dragon con
Prunella Pencil Eir
Nagnilum
all thoughts are capable as existing as their own entity
Lyle, Lyle, Croodile
Never slow down, never sleep
you can color me a creative mind
to tickle ones own energy is to wave it blind.
she needed three doses, used two and one pretend
OOCHIE WALA WALA 
BANG BANG

zip zam (title)
 
avon DRUST, zip zam
morbid angel, zip zam
sterril willow, zip zam
prose surface, zip zam
golden port, zip zam
pace PIFF, zip zam
literally don’t answer your rights
ridiculous couffins count
cashier borderline nuts, zip zam
zoo, zoo, zoo, zoo, zoo, zoo, zoo, zip zam
The Meters Running
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I still may talk to you 
In that dirty basement apartment 
Three steps from my spleen 

Things spin away upwards 
There are no drains in this world of men 
That type of certainty would make for a fools sleep, I guess

So upwards! Upwards! I scream to you 
As I taste a bit of blood in the bile 

Its soft here and the breeze soaking
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CROWD HUNTERS OF IMAGES
 
 
remains are handled
in a culturally sensitive
and religiously appropriate manner
 
presence without value
is perceived as occupation
today we have commonality of parts
 
void between lethality and inaction
marketing ability
in current-trend perception
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TELE CARBON ROD ‘A’

Call Ida. Can I put on bonsai fame?
Nordic I demonstrated amatively. Nivea glam lifer
At stray amino rep. Peptide fart named it.

Hey, do bone face
Tiramisu was no it
At umlaut irksome
No PA? Ewe nuts? 

O spy lace curtain am, pm role mace dorsal
Tacit pose lit so hot dewlap one vowel goanna 
Meta-named NATO gram reps on ire metal UV

Oh, to bi-polar be.
Recognise, Sir Pastille
That xETL acid-ark
Cabernet Sauvignon acre. 

I DNA honor. Tin pot dictator rotated a crap
Bust-up. Put sub-par cadet at (or rot at) CID.
Top nitro, no handier canon. Giv u a sten. Re-

Back radical text.
Ah, tell it, sap. Rises
In go-cerebral op.

I both ovulate merino sperm argot and emanate manna
Ogle woven opal wed to hostiles’ optic atlas
Rode camel or MP mania truce. Calypso-stun e-weapon
e-Mosk ritual mutation saw us. I’m a rite cafe nobody, eh?

Tide mantra
Fed it pepperoni
May art stare?
Film algae vinyl
Evita made tarts.

No Medici drone mafia snob not up in a Cadillac. Adorno bracelet.
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from Sourdough Mutation

•

penn’orth of  boston scag 
not so beringed own cherry

hinge igneous signage
wingding give it us

protussive evasive act
Valsalva leak point pressure of  speech

pech pech echoes a mapping 
lay down ink lover

tinkling over pills

•

incur of  us two slaver       berated red company Ny oompah band
abstained lass windlass indolent cap city

opah steaks a chest       stoke a stick sarcoma scored resin flux a fit
you a cherry ball demob ileus 

intestinal distention has been shown to cause adhesions in foals

•

glad orange tags raging sang 

gouts of  foster blood so sage

square Pegasus benders       devoiced less mess deceived       by crook leo
patricide evulsed from kindred fool       tumbling bling stone sonnet

    atones in stunned density lights       
incurred slightness in dogs
     wheat rust
•

  beseeching yarrow heads i win

kill precursor monday      undeclared come in

 axon catchment aerated Pg lees

camphor to cult       you are all motif  in the leaves leaves



•

l-plates at a light flare idiom       meaning mine emo
second that standard tongue 

on good authority       or it exits
sticks it down feathering red incredulity

dull it yourself  in grotesque o direct eschewed ingle berry
in glebe returned to so

•

dig lest i pig       stipend in doom
mood-independent spy socket who me

schooling us ate contiguous 48 crash puppet
up a talent       our surrounding down foemen a dot and pause

app you lose or use       celluloid ruse aggregate
piracy bolster up a tight suppressant       sourpuss prussic just like it said

gelid leyline bloom and group
a lissom mussel myself        as self-limiting income poopers

imitate the pop it autolysed

•

a smaller dod of  cockerel pop beckons
begins lingering
     in a webding nose

engrossed outgroup purgation ray       mere sultry dentist
test you do right by blows

 lo-salt stops the heart art slowed
 to marry bones

    bo-opis
    betty boop

•

mortality       free port a light year wide
own chewed-up pemmican       no more on tick

ticked us and slack lust eraser       rattling gum support
in a storm rots       storing failures a shut tollgate ring

of  one-trick confidence
discomfiting and dense



•

filed under head crash       jumped the shark
the herald her all-day alder king rib sump impeller

green orb or borborygmus       some giro i wrote off
i know       sedulous dogged soul degreased

on down wind-pollinated patina
at any haggled i owe you latency 

encyclopaedic dicot       short cyclopic clip
iced elemental shears recall

to order each obdurate border or deracinate
earache in a spider’s eye       soap scandal dialled edge

greet cheered us salps to climb from limber amber geese
to barn acclimatised       to set a milk-can robot to the manger born

upright sad freckled pelican disciple
help is in dNa repair to base       is sabotaged

to katabasic english cunt       regarding ling

•

angling glial soy 
   anaclitic critic tic
tall boxes sex oblate 
   then never moreish bless in

sorrow than adjoining ninja 
    lapping you go younger
starting special like 
   i kill your cops

scop all i mean shop
   of  my thumb 
     ugly ideal litterbug
in terror bugled
   glad to be 
   or not



•

aspiration new mown eye
    a taller hominid
       immortal memo
rye could erase 
   cold shoulder love
      revolt age appropriate chora
zine any zero catapult
    rickshaw washing 
       the lap of  a skirt
po faced decapod
   crane narc polyp tick
      born diss or dermal 
bitter prop
  or poise

•

the better to rebut hebetude
    he beat you dead
the tourbus your business
    in a subroutine 
out in empathy
   a theology sweatlodge

wet logistics and stones

•

honest one stone we cling to peaches
speech cheapskate attacks underdone

no dreadnought scat ego arisen no surrogate gate
targetter flashed to the master asterisk

assessment all ears of  wheat white cursive dusting
stung fodder duffed up with this sort of  thing

thin fortress rested to destruction
annoyed curt curtsey island gurns and jeers



•

skelped bladder to the moondial gnome on speed dial
i allow veracity of  god knows i don’t

sighed ontology to log your yule
bring her in gallows roses sloganised

designer ignorance no rants a cenotaph
fat on a cast off  toff  offending soonest

•

often thinks on east meets no earth and so other melodies
die mellow lobed oi-punks sunk unclarified SCarT issues

see us sit tracing deified dough bones pro bono bobbin net
insolation in solitude the cud borne mordant

ornamental arithmetic entailed a rhythm ethic
as two planks constant stinting tintinabulates

the ambulatory coal cuts stuck locator pin
clock a turpentine caterpillar one leap yearning

capacity hatstand increment inclement tangent 
gentian violent heparin regurg

cheese paring rugger git at yawning panoply
monopoly grip on no purging toponym bardo

pistol surgeon sucker pucked capricious go
gums up ricotta army octopus tulle lancer

scapular alpaca macula accumulator gone
to see double cremains oblique mainsail

split lice kilted lips olfactory island slander
land and erase dander red nads are shedding

for a falcon crest overcoat stovepipe number two
umber twoccing carbon copula bunk up uncle

unclean pizza ring tower away of  carpool
tunneling raster scan terse candid nothing
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from

R.T.A. Parker’s 99 Short Sonnets about Evil

xci.

ThaT I  |  might write  |  verses!
— Yours are  |  a lu  |  minous

Myst’ry  |  to me,  |  syntax
& the  |  writing  |  it’s tricks.
O you’re  |  static  |  & wane

& I  |  never  |  knew you
Never  |  under  |  stood, no
Thing I  |  remem  |  ber now.

xcii.

Welk then,  |  I know  |  nothing.
A face  |  which was  |  crystal
Become  |  unknown,  |  as un

Knowa  |  ble such  |  myst’ries
Must lie  |  in a  |  hot heart,
In the  |  pleats of   |  your pants.

xciii.

You walk  |  up like  |  a stick
Man.  On  |  the street  |  your stance
It’s al  |  ways straight  |  up like

A stick  |  man or  |  something.
& as  |  stickman  |  doesn’t
She just  |  pivot  |  all at

Sea on  |  th’pavement;  |  straight spine
Twisting.  |  When will  |  we waltz
Again?,  |  w’your arms  |  straight out



xciv. Even your lights they wish they was your tights.

PivoT:  |  have you  |  sunken
Thoughts?  Or  |  any  |  thing but
Such thoughts?  |  You’re so  |  jazzy!

I wish  |  I were  |  your tights.
I wish  |  I was  |  your lights
To sing,  |  lights, as  |  tights sing

With the  |  static  |  passing
Across…  |  across…  |  across…
Your prune  |  tight ass  |  tight ass.

xcv. 

SomeTimeS  |  slyly  |  tracking
Our dreams  |  we can  |  untrack
Those of   |  those that  |  we love

Or just  |  those that  |  might be
Permit  |  ted to  |  retain
Their dreams.  |  Lamb’s breath,  |  protect

Me from  |  the in  |  fliction,
The hard,  |  woolly  |  woolpack
— I’m a  |  wolf, I’m  |  coming.

xcvi.

evil  |  resides  |  in that
Tom Hanks:  |  Amer  |  ican
Actor;  |  he is  |  lively

His eyes  |  they spark  |  bravely.
We clutch  |  to our  |  breasts worlds;
& those  |  worlds by  |  blimey

Include  |  just two  |  options —
One: speak,  |  & two:  |  quiet
Yourself,  |  like true  |  Hankses.



xcvii.

I re  |  mained chill  |  on the
Path back  |  from work  |  Heathrow
Sinking,  |  Redstripes  |  nice &

Fast.  In  |  my work  |  I try
& stay  |  on top  |  of  things —
The tides  |  will turn  |  & I’ll

Find my  |  cold self   |  set-up
Or flung  |  out from  |  life, mad
Rip-rap  |  & its  |  blueb’rries.
xcviii.

WriTing  |  mimic  |  reading
Of  those  |  who’ll read  |  & from
How you’ll  |  read; &  |  how you’ll

Sound, you’ll  |  listen  |  to me
For I  |  accord  |  you all
Due punks,  |  not a  |  little

By the  |  time I  |  get to
Ealing  |  you’ll be  |  sleeping,
Always  |  bloomin’  |  sleeping!

ic.

While my  |  heart’s out  |  of  shape
Your lights  |  follow  |  me &
Sleeping  |  shine out  |  from, like,

Super  |  foods, shine  |  like your
Nerves did  |  in life.  |  Ah will
You leave  |  the nerves  |  of  the

Paper  |  folds — or  |  test the
Alpha  |  bet a  |  gain; has
It changed?  |  I’ve not,  |  I won’t!
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the team behind (p) the entertainment based 
social network (r) super fan shut down the site 
in august 2010 to (e) start a new company. 
the new company is (v) called branch out and 
the team is focused on (e) building tools to help
people help their friends (n) to find better jobs. 
i said i didn’t know mel (t) personally but i felt
as though i did. she was (a) booed by the audience
once in killarney because (t) she asked via the 
microphone “why killarney (i)?” in a tone of 
disbelief. but she didn’t mean(v) the contorted
snootiness assessed by the (e)crowd because she
really wasn’t that type. mavis () goddard in hospital, 
a match-day favourite after (b) her image appeared 
on the big screen, doing the (u) poznan dance, the 
turn backs to the action and (c) groundhop, waving
your scarves. there are shirts (k) showing the move
and confused fans have been (l) asking questions
on-line. missed josie gibson, (i) the perfume shop, 
cabot circus, bristol 4-5pm, (n) first come, first served 
but wristbands not needed (g) and sean teale and alex 
arnold from skins, at hmv, () plus writer jess britain.
you find the basics freely (o) on-line and there are
also payment services (v) sometimes with free 
preview stuff before (e) commencing a subscription
which you will need (r) to cancel if you don’t want
to be charged. these () can get you the mobile phone
number in some (l) cases but you should make 
contact through (i) another channel first. maybe
find something (k) unique you can offer. which
you offer on a (e) take it or leave it basis and make 
it clear that () you will cease communication if ever 
they desire (a) it; you may just make a friend when
they hear that. () a good idea is to show up at shows
they’ll be on. (m) though that can be frustrating if
you don’t know (i) what to do next. if you know  they
like a particular (d) drink or snack, be seen eating or 
drinking that: (g)maybe they’ll ask to try a bit, and then
you’ve got a (e) souvenir for life. david gandy at fulham 
broadway  (t) annabel goldie at queen st boris johnson at 
euston with () a bicycle helmet louis thoreux looking
pleased on a (g) hire cycle jim broadbent soho theatre 
michael platini (e) at heathrow tamsin egerton at 
wimbledon village (m) simon neil in ayr town centre. 



cat, rabbit, pig

the sort of buttery coloured towels you might
want to eat off. reuben wants to get a puppy. 
keeps saying in a sweet voice he wants a pussycat 
but he doesn’t that’s just the indirect way 
we talk. spread across the backseat like a beach. 
and he’s so sensitive maybe he thinks i’m still 
sentimental, would be reluctant to replace my 
memories of dayna (who we had to have put 
down on 23rd december two years ago) with a 
living, walking, hair-shedding animal. i don’t
know: pets. you know. and that’s probably 
why he skirts the issue. i mean pussycat is 
sometimes replaced by bunnyrabbit or guineapig, 
anything that sounds sweet and innocuous. so i 
think he doesn’t want a pussy cat though we do 
have trouble with mice, which, incidentally he insists on
giving names. truth is, well, i don’t want a pet 
because i don’t feel settled in the life i’m 
in, have unfulfilled ambitions, mainly to do
with my career. which lolls around all day anyway
and sometimes rears it’s head and sometimes shits. 
maybe i’ll want to move to america some day, 
live in san francisco or new york and a dog would 
get in the way of that though a career could too. it’s 
a vague and ill-formed plan. as if in testament to what 
i wrote here, i sneezed just, and reuben asked worriedly, 
“is it the lilies?” he bought two days ago, which have 
started to open up.
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translated by jacqueline kari

Sunday February 1

Pietà of Pomerania of purity
Of Warsaw of a face of
Transparent flour that we 
Lend you to you polychrome of the
Second quarter of the fifteenth

.

And today

 

Monday February 2

Metaphorical uses of prayer
Back and forth on odors of worn 
Leather from Barcelona green sweat from
Wavering from looks fish
That could sing March
Hares run agressive roosters put on

.

A pale comb

 

Tuesday February 3

Take care or simply what’s left
Of chests forget again what
Fades the side the infinite scribble
The muscles the organs the tendons and
Conditional subjunctive conjugated and 
Overkill some extra francs to
Be sure and not mingle with these
The men or those the women who

.

Then tear apart 
 

from Truffles grafts ducks



Wednesday February 4

Minsk fog napes drawing near
Speculations on the movements of the waters the
Direction of the winds the usual suspects
And stripping away each day the Cyrillic alphabet
Above the rusty cry of the seagull and
Turn what comes before the word

.

The gums the teeth
 

Thursday February 5

Lead makeup you didn’t navigate
Sea-women did you say in
This crumpling of other shoulders crouch
Tene of Alexandria weeds
On the beach room empty or recently
Repainted and for the color of eyes 
Almond-sized periwinkle blue

.

Magnificent
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Taut

against the thread of  her throat, edged over
the fine line, balanced between skin and air, 
vistas of  touch pulse, her heart beating. 
So she wants a lesson now in longing, 
finds in language the confusion of  sound. 
uttering small noises; instantly these 
are simply shapes. Silence as she mouths words; 
soft rasps against the meniscus of  touch. 
a buzz of  feeling, let us linger on 
that languor, the lack of  speaking, her length
-ening vowels. ‘Why don’t you try again?’ 
‘Hush, harsh, hash, hustle, bustle, thistle, his’, 
it sticks in her throat once more. She cannot 
swallow or breathe. His hand placed on her neck,  
he straightens her chin, finger pressed to lip,
face forwards. ‘again.’ advancing towards 
loss, the erasure of  belonging: steep 
cobbled streets, slate roofs, heath and sky severed. 
Her lips pursed she assumes hauteur, froideur, 
droit de seigneur, his finger trailing down 
her throat. raw. The guttural sound escapes, 
a nervous tic. ‘No. again.’ She repeats 
after him. These pleasant observations 
making light of  weather, shade and darkness. 



The luxury of  Here 

She’s gone, skirting around the edge of  things,
her hems trailing on the ground. There’s just a 
trace left, the lingering scent of  perfume 
or a shift in energy perhaps as 
it all slips back into the shadows while 
light lingers at the corner of  the bare 
place where she might have stood and turned for one 
last look out of  the raw edged window, rain
and the sea wind rattling against the pane, 
then with the lightest of  touches, her hand
smoothing against the cool ball of  the brass 
handle. barely a fingerprint left as 
she breathes out once more into the fading 
room and closing the door senses all of  
that receding to a vanishing point. 

later when i find this pale abandoned 
place and trail my cool fingers across the 
mantelpiece the dusted velvet trace 
etches out the endless space between us.
imagine how she might have lain with her 
head turned away from the sleep hollowed bed, 
dreaming of  leaving all this behind her. 
Chill comes from the window where perhaps she 
gazed, face reflected as she draws letters 
in her breath. longing grips me for the lost 
things littered thoughtless in her wake, unsent 
messages, scent, a pairless glove and lace 
gradually unknotting. Sensing absurd 
fondness for such trifles i feel the pang 
of  unrequited love all over again. 
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Hunters

	 •

cloud eats away the hot spot
on my cheek and you appear
from above and sit next to me

we share a meal
but we’re not hungry
we haven’t worked hard enough

if I had to hunt all day
we would have remained silent
but the food is here

and we talk because talk
is easy and life is easy
here on the outskirts of things

there is always a word that follows
and a sentence after the next one

	 •

we could do more
we could live like 
gods I don’t know

why we don’t on a day like this
with the sun out
breeze light and all

we are close to gods
we are tired
we are a little lost

	 •

we are working hard and
maintaining a direction

we are mostly not
responsible for

we are building memories
moments we know

we will care even more
for now
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Scamper
 
caught contagion
went lost into fields 
into company with headless scarecrows
dispersion made cold sun move
to rave over flapping intrigue
shooting in light churned soil

clay plowed up earlier
by steel eyes pounding in sockets
rhythm thump underground basing up
through strata topside shivers

train mechanism clicks repeat
new minute lost a kid with
surgical crown hell helmed
subject of  schoolyard torture
whilst others skip raincoated
down streets in after rain
bellowing past

not these though yes away
serpentine threading scabbed knees
through long music note grass
growing apparation thin blonde seed
in genius seclusion

rock tall oratory in climbing cadence
rolling out after dawn roses gold
never to troupe or abandon for
sense call is unorthodox

a boldening out of  silent grounds 
this massive wastehouse 
sources in empty unknown fresh
hard factory could never 
keep a wheat field wraith still



Abbreviate 
 
if  the cricket shakes its cinders out
into the whole hedged night
there will be heats of  music scripted
on the moss sarcophagi of  beetle drones
one score of  tune off  tune other bird
sigh bird hiring at the iron cliffs
for snail spiral medals

click clack man
behind panes is woken
shuffle stern throat
furnace that had voices
spoke in grate-pipe churl cough
or houndstooth couch that wore
a dog fur held a crippled form crashed
in transient somnolence

now this fiendish lisp that whistles

mist falling light droplets float the lamp

out over paling forms

sags-bone crumpled sigh

involved sagacity of  silence
roof  is lilac black of  frame
that holds together dreamsing form

anon dim emnity 
exterior tin pinging
coal cold vision
radar bright sear of  absence

wait 
off  any lie of  ageing
there are spinsters creaking chains
wait
there is a sound
wait wait

body steeps heavy in blanket white
tomorrow attaches wings to blades
for fluttered blood feather flight
salt sea soar awarded



Police Police 

ceaseless alarums of  moral turpitude
shriek treble times over night
people tried deathless generals for war crimes
a morbid anatomy 
saw sodamn hang once yet these
stones are silenced cradling caul
of  reincarnation and 
diseased seed furnaced in fertile crematoriums  
gets bourne ash spat over into
charnel cars that ring these sirens
slipping through rain slick streets
on a haunt of  citizens

for somewhere a bloody myrmidon clashed
with glass the ambulance drag or
got tramp soaked with boozy sweats to
dance maul white sheets
in rubber skins an
aorta wise carnal
of  somatic recreation whelps blasted birth
merry the daughter who spits out greatest savour
crashes out transparent atrocity child
dumb child soon squawking at air
kindles vicious call for order
this sulphur match in hell

carbon hard ink of
death warrant drams wash sense away
hemlock sex in a dusk sick prison
swab conception pharmaceutics clear so
vatic hallucinations can still come warbling
of  switchblade tyrant overthrows
pinion sores that clip haughty wings
assassinations of  club dangers
colding down of  earth ferment boil
an arch tension in the building frame
invoking oldest war of  street shone seconds
fleshly principals who strut
gird steel structures to pale towering forms
blinking red transmissions bloodily bodily

boldly

broadcast raze to the protective pantheon
incarnadine tombstones of  cities set alight
will fault patriot new cause
act ashes blame
find a noose of  salt riven ground
where purple myrrh wraiths can annihilate 
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lewd

in baghdad some were killed for arranging vegetables in a suggestive manner, others 
for failing to diaper their goat. back then that war was so far away it might have been a 
dream, which left me, for better and worse, with my dreams to consult. in one dream i 
saw a rainbow of  slugs gleaming like diamonds. The image was transformed in another: 
a stalk of  celery stuffed with russian caviar. i guess that’s riches either way. This might 
also be significant: in the one dream i was the toast dipping into the caviar. i had a full 
scoop. This was as clear to me as it was to the goat.  

Not dark yet

Cracks in a secularist dogma allow the mayan calendar to show through—not that you 
are unprepared. The numbers are sewn into your Pjs: i hope you have time to call. bul-
let trains will come to a halt. The day will be shorter by 1.8 microseconds. Will it be the 
lesser royals or the stumbling cousins?  

Sweeny
 
Sleeping rough from bench to bench often without a pillow for his head or people to talk 
with; bitter and estranged in his bird world run afoul of  the authorities and cursed by 
their book; petulant and sharp-tongued if  prone to rambling in verses composed near 
the yew-tree; groaning and grief-stricken eating little more than watercress, brooklime, 
and trash; shredded by briars, palsied, changed in shape and hue where once blue-eyed 
and slender; gaping and at the end of  pity, insane and dispossessed: either he has flown 
the coop or he levitates above his proper ground, pervasive as rain. it is neither here nor 
there to the imF, for whom he is a temporary blemish upon the cuckooflower. but don’t 
blink: this camper is a local legend.
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MICROMACHINES! (#s 1, 14, 17, 29, 37, 56, 61, 73, 129, 231)

1: HOW COME I END UP WHERE I STARTED?
At the train station, a woman in her 70s tells me about her amnesia. She says 

she feels like a body without organs. What? I say. She tells me about the weather 
and acts of  God. It’s all God’s mysterious punishment, she says. She asks if  a girl 
like myself  believes in God. I say I like Bruce Lee movies. It’s a lousy world, she 
replies. Dolores and Ethan return from the nearby giant bookstore with coffee and 
gossip magazines. The old woman apologizes and admits she’s stressed. Amnesia’s 
frustrating. God and all. We part as friends. A conductor comes on the loudspeaker 
and announces that there won’t be any more trains. Trains are cancelled. Like 
everywhere. They’re through. There won’t be any more trains. We are going to have 
to rent a car to reach the hot springs on our exile from home. Everybody else we 
know takes little vacations. We take little exiles.

73: YOU CAN’T SAY CRAP ON THE RADIO
Ethan and Dolores fight over the CD wallet. Dolores wants to listen to 

Django Reinhardt. Ethan wants U2. Which U2, she asks. Pop, he says. No deal! she 
shouts. I reach back and snatch it away from them and tell them we were going to 
listen to the news until we’re out of  broadcasting range. Dolores pouts and starts a 
letter to her penpal. She asks how to spell Crimean Penninsula, asbestos, permethrin, 
and Judicial House Committee. On the radio the President makes a speech about the 
Crimean Penninsula. I glance in the rear-view mirror. When I can see that Dolores 
and Ethan are asleep, I pop on a CD of  Shostakovich waltzes. Some of  the valleys 
look like when everybody flies to the island in Jurassic Park. Except that was filmed 
in Hawaii.

14: PTSD
Dolores’s prescription for modern life is Tetris. She read somewhere that 

Tetris disrupts your brain’s capacity for building the heavily layered spatial memories 
that happen when one encounters trauma. Her philosophy is that there’s always a 
trauma building up somewhere. There’s also always infra-traumas below the capacity 
of  her conscious detection. And the last thing anyone needs is a vat of  excess secret 
trauma whittling away at your nerves. 

When we arrive at the hot springs hotel, we discover that the hotel television 
doesn’t have the required inputs for Dolores’s NES that she had lovingly packed in 
its original box. 

It’s a lousy world, she says, and runs to the bathroom in tears. 
Ethan turns on CNN and does his impression of  a newsjunkie. He grabs a 

coffee mug and shakes his fist angrily. I go to one of  the beds and pass out.



37: NUTRITION
I once entered into my computer calendar a repeating monthly event called 

Grocery Shopping! There was an option for listing when it ended, and I left it at 
Never.

56: COAXIAL
I call Mortimer. His voicemail comes on. He doesn’t record his own 

message so it’s just the generic voicemail message. I leave him a message asking 
him if  he knows how to bypass a hotel tv’s systems so that you can connect a RF 
modulator for an NES to it. There is a heartbroken girl who desperately needed this 
information. Dolores needs it, I mean, I say. I then go and join Dolores and Ethan 
who are tossing back pints of  root beer in the hotel’s microbrewery.

29: TOTALLY NIGHTSCHOOL
 The hotel has a restaurant and a brewery that brews root beer. We assemble 
downstairs to eat. It’s there that we discover the trivia contest. The restaurant 
is packed with little twenty year old snots. I eavesdrop on some of  them. They 
talk about music I’ve never heard of. They describe hip bands as being, Totally 
nightschool. They say the same thing about movies. Oh yeah man, that’s soo 
nightschool. Ethan asks one of  them, What’s nightschool? 

They tell him:
You’re totally not nightschool. You’re like, Ivy League, Oxbridge, or some 

shit.
Ethan bristles. I know it’s because he was rejected from Dartmouth.
Dolores finds a flier advertising a trivia contest.
Look! Look at this! 
I read the flier:
The Hot Springs Hotel & Brewery will be hosting a trivia contest. You are 

encouraged to enter with your team of  buddies. The first prize is a voucher for 
one free robot bedbug fumigation. Entry is 500 clams per team. Bone up on your 
knowledge or you’ll be left in what they call dust.

At the bottom of  the flier, it adds:
Death to bedbugs!
A group of  the early twenties starts laughing at us. Through their giggles, 

they say:
Man, listen to these prepschool motherfuckers. They think they’re gonna 

walk all over us with their bone china taxonomies. 
Dolores says:
Wha?
Someone screams Bedbug! and everyone goes running out of  the restaurant 

to their rooms. It later turns out to be a raisin. The kitchen staff  puts it in a jar and 
shows it to people, as a display of  good faith.

61: LACTOSE
Dolores, Ethan and I were the only ones who could tolerate lactose.



17: MICROMACHINES
Our bedbug infestation started after I began to write my autobiography. We 

didn’t know they were robot bedbugs, unleashed by an unknown inventor with an 
entomological streak. Bedbugs bite in neat little rows as they harvest your blood. 
How were we to tell that our bedbugs were just the slightest bit neater than their 
biological iterations.

Our powers of  perception were probably clouded by the sensation of  being 
covered in bites and our self-revulsion and self-pity. Our minds became the products 
of  the bedbugs by that point. Second order satellites of  the bedbugs’ drives to 
bite, suck and reproduce. It’s possible that our consciousness was melded with the 
bedbugs.
 Before we knew that our house was infested by robot bedbugs, we took turns 
dipping ourselves in long baths of  heavily diluted permethrin, thinking that this 
might poison anything living on our bodies. We did not want the bedbugs to join and 
become our organism. Who knows how much we managed to shorten our lifespans.
 After a week, Ethan ambushed some bedbugs in the living room, lying in wait 
for them to assemble on his body. With a yell, he threw a switch, and collected the 
bedbugs crawling on his chest into a jar.
 He hollered and roused Dolores and I, and we assembled by the microwave. 
We wanted to face the representatives of  our tormentors. In spite, Dolores tossed 
the jar into the microwave. We watched, fascinated. But instead of  the anticipated 
bloody pops, we were startled to see violent angry sparkles.
 As if  we were microwaving metal.
 It’s a strange business that when someone discovers robot bedbugs, that 
there isn’t some massive government crackdown on the problem. The bedbugs must 
represent some sort of  large-scale problem, like disease or the spread of  malaise. 
But the only assistance we were able to muster after a failed 911 call, a fire, and 
a very stern talking to about what constitutes an emergency, was an enterprising 
exterminator. Apparently the problem of  robot bedbugs was becoming common 
enough for initiative-possessing fellows to develop techniques to combat them. The 
lack of  regulation made exterminating robots an exciting, albeit experimental and 
occasional dangerous frontier.
 The exterminator wore a cowboy hat, and spoke in a confident drawl.
 These little bastards have been giving us trouble all summer. Seems they’ve 
finally developed a stronghold in these communities of  young people who don’t 
wash and don’t care. I suspect some of  these deviants have even been treating them 
as equals. Disgusting business. Experience shows the mechanical bedbug to be a 
tenacious sonofabitch, willing to fight to the death for survival. Their intent is no 
doubt to establish a society similar to their own, but systemized to minimize risk and 
uncertainty. We would be willing to get them out of  your hair for the modest and 
reasonable fee of  $20,000, plus any applicable taxes.
 Our money didn’t allow for this remedy. We had enough to flee our homes 
and live in luxury in the mountains for a few weeks until we could figure out what to 
do. 
 And with that, my work on my autobiography stalled. I needed to gather 
information about impending events. This experience could be a significant turning 
point in our lives, and if  I spent my time engrossed in production rather than paying 
attention, I might miss something. 



129: HOWDY
Dolores and Ethan keep saying Howdy. All the locals say it and they’ve 

picked it up. I gotta keep my eye out for that. The last thing I need to be saying is 
Howdy. Everytime they say Howdy, I think in my head Butterfingers or Snickers. 
I sometimes go to the cash register and ask if  they have any Howdys when I get a 
headache from not eating. I feel like a damn fool.

231: TOMORROW ALWAYS BLOWS
We are ready to go home. We cleared the hotel of  ourselves. Like fumigation 

without the death. Ethan bought all sorts of  western memorabilia. He looks like a 
dead cowboy, with his silly duster, hat, and boots. I wonder if  he has a gun on him 
somewhere. He glares around and I wonder what they’ll think when he arrives to 
work on the next obsolete microprocessor. Our trunk is packed to its gills. All these 
souvenirs and trophies of  our stay in the mountains combined with the rest of  
our life. Together they are nothing but a set of  awkward shapes that simply won’t 
consolidate into our current storage limitations. They do nothing to expedite our 
departure. I become irate and curse Ethan for his love of  bric-a-brac. You’re just a 
mouthy broad, he says. I’m not sure if  he’s supposed to be speaking cowboy or what. 
I shove him because this tends to work and I’m gonna be doing all the driving and 
these mountain roads are little sonsofbitches with their curves, skiers and truckers 
barreling down with their transcontinental cargo. Ethan shoves back. This is new. 
As I move in for a jab, Dolores throws herself  at arranging the luggage, humming a 
familiar Russian ditty and using every available piece of  emptiness.

She smashes the lid down with a satisfying KACHUNK and shouts:
Everybody chill the fuck out! I got this!

to be continued
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kicking in the mainstream
your hair on my dressing table
selecting syntacters in
ergotropic looming 
report your forbrilliance
and your sideways glance
boom darts syncopatic
in guffaws and gaffs

your back
scribbles try
your back
pass me by
your back
my my
and trembling black

grippal sharpstorm
the delicacy of  pattern
human smells and dripping
those dancing knees seize
treat things like they’re whole
dammit their hole
you know
devoted and present

think blue
ringing do
ripping 
all about
fall about
not at all about 
you

deriding the range
mind lists damn
and nighttime needs
not pretty enough for the book
the modern greenness
bumped skin & deep breaths
ready for the train
on your pinkfloor parties



ripping down
the  dark stair
figures greek
and gaudy
trip replete
in ford
discord the
place in your
diet bashing
lack that
mode light
year in my
locket fishing
here with
dragons in my 
coffee crack
this can you
frequent trips
mild aches 
watching you
with roller eye
conserve and
double vision
to match
my spins
tape lampshades
zephyr laments
the violent
of  that tracked
glance



ventricular logic 
beasts at my toes
suck in the bad way
down holds and modest
scratching gently
susurrus of  passion
the miss step and close call
the fingering of  feens

***

missed drunken 
freedom 
waiting for rain
forcing a been
ripped from memory
in the wrong 
section of  concern
funny like a tumour

***

divided we stand 
frontline defenders 
drags of  diffusion
in the dentists lights
china
and made voices
patterns on my dress
playing with alter and axes
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from Shouts From OK Glamour

     The knee bridges the light disguise at shout portion lip throwaway
            The pants buff out to histamine slit 
                The child of flowers rings out envy 
                    In show yellow hijinx, bless her
                    Cross globin defrag I settle jeers
                At love, its invention by old warm 
            Gnomic tutelage skims the arc through amped squeak
      the Cookies
  The 
  Cookies  
   

•

Attention held them mute. 
                             Ruse attire play me in tights of sow big style 
 tyke untorn, the least bit swipe trumps
   applicant, after Pleistocene Rhodesia after 
 Oi in vintage wings, talons through the malice of this earthly air
                   zits of anagnorisis make cum 
 to woo weapon shake.
                          

Across maverick disguise these guys reply tummy out up to sky, 
pulse tempted
 promises of you, periplum muscle
        curare by love outro scrap trails

  

•

  O mother of song station down
  fancy mountain tops.

The meek intelligence of those dear eyes
  Crusted blue tit. O

here shines on me still the same
 ersatz terror joke.



Plot of spings surprised the outer administrator.
Flag red right shines in, the digit left no reprisal
upon the kill request, as the bug sat 
on the leaf in the winter cabinet.

Why Paulson play sport out of office. 
Accounts folder vodka, name best dressed and telegenic fetish. 
Put 

I keep you, head-like, in a market
alone, fleecily invested.

•

No one stakes any glove to the throat of each member 
 of our métier. Loose cannons 
know the time 

of the past 
is the contact of the future 
elevation. 

At every click I am capable of giving the requisite decision. 

   Lay into them, white bread 

•

   and warm water.
  

I have a well-defined position. 
People ask me    I say it. 
People ask me, I repeat. 
    At thrice
I grimace 
and shrug 
      out into a dark recess. 
  



Condiment billionaires tour the summer camp baskets. 

    Cooperative love of the image 
   of an object 
    directs the supernatural, but 
  neither leg belief depicts the arousal,
 the frayed end of sleep is the image 
   of our object despite
mutant desire of daffodil oven mitts 
hard mentality sits on your face, 
when out on town, playing offers, 
you curtly go ape.

•

Across the bay, when boats eddied in plasm and massage-credits, 
your ruby socket knuckles into a fist. 

Intra-numeric touching is culpably irrelevant,
I notes the heat swaying from the armor mesh.  

•

   But the wound settles into a blaze 
   of idiot mash-ups, 
and the mint sauce handles our concept like the title of a poem. 
Like the penultimate blurb on the rear jacket of a book about poem-titles. 

   On this boat we lay, then, 
careful of theological innovation 
and attentive to shapes of italicized relief. 

I plugged the armatures with cotton and marijuana 
and we sat heel to heel in white yoga pantalones, I said, 
Cabrón, escúchame, nunca escuchas al qué digo. 
Soy un cabrón efectivo, pero tú, tú estas un espejo de mierda. 



   A light percolated within the debt transfer 
   and possession counseled our starry likeness. 
   We were brought down 
below the boat’s surface and we ate vitamins everybody left. 
      “The next day” 
   we bit each other and slung hamsters against the glitches. 
                          As long as we’ve
    got
    each 
    other 
         fable array and luminous historiography
               shut you out. 

•

     Thinking rocket,
     on soap loss 
     squandered 
    at the karate locker legend
the painterly timed angelic consent by the duration sun in eye. 

 You sun in eye wishlisting the rules of swanky Berlusconi scuffles. 
 Busy wished you regards in a set of ambient monopolies. 

Ruscha dishes Rauch in the dopamine corridor. 

•

No castle underwear, 
    no fine brush to smooth down spice whisker 
and vertebrae patch, and no transregionalist 
    stoner collage workshops. 
Pigment locks in the sparkle modulation and the party evacuates 
    the depiction, but the mind’s giveaway 
laments the old dream tickling the curious heat of the bell, 
    so that all other woods 
glare in secret function rooms and bubbly outros.



  Trading sincerity for karaoke, the dark light percolates
  at the shivering gloss frame. Undecided legs fan into consumption
   learning from assets ways participants 
  baited the cool front of present flicker  dough
    to moisturize strobe
 always give me the full entry 
   like a male nipple  it makes sense
 diachronically. 
 

•

Is there no manager 
    no stone
    of thought only left rose
    in bloom for favorite years.

The likely meshes hands in everything
obeys even as he exceeds

 becomes whatever he can grasp

•

Democratic keytar. 



Tucking village morphology into 
the protein engine. There are no grotesques 

in the forest canton.

Sing pecuniary canary for every spend of copy
simple hydrating light active Dad. 

Rogue dissent in the religion like a shuffle into flame.

•

The oneirocrites tempt the ablation of neurosemantic tilt 
across the median and plain float anaesthetic music.

An angle of passerine massif.

A lapidary of fluorescent bane-touch. 

•

Ratio in Manhatta:
Rand & Greenspan
collecting stamps. 

No quarter or
 down
loading 
Eurostan risk specs.
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and amid inciden
tal letter theory some strange things
in this    such-a-sutured-flit-me-here-key-close

my life, cauliflower-arm-blossoms-urbed

which has been a theatre of  tragedy
oh my coeur de lion!
and drifted stonecutter barrowjigging
 those techniques rhetoriques

that you have listed stern fulsome
redirected into polemic or: royal wedding tea towels
encased a tightly circulating copy
ever since godwinned off  
and wildly mise-en-paging

yes that’s right we need some
baronial thumping (remember ed esche?)
but cloudy daythoughts of  lump pigface like 
snout cheek stump  in dreams too  of  when 
your teeth fall out    or an heiress who
strangles snakes has your room key        

and why does Colin pretend to me death   
‘be deaf ’ pinked-and-thinned-the-horse-chestnut shows

redded    plastic-five-litre-waters-hoarded

orb sinks out seen from balfron Tower
pixelwise oreille

shifting west in the cent
re of  the east range, the portico 
commemorates lenge 
nding “regNaNTe CarlO”, 

Charles, being king, 
in pierced stonework

hopeless nuisance recidivists
abound around the key.   it’s too jerky alert-cupola-flourished-a

     imic and etic golden-banner-weathervane

the real risk Peregrin took,  this is getting me nowhere.

 
Think of         Theodoric the Ostrogoth
(reigned 471 to 526)  where are his 

carved columns?   Seek out the
 second letter to Timothy ‘you give good quote’:
a warm cloak, and books
for teaching     flapped-red-still-sail  

rebuking 
correcting still-wedged-water-carrier

but! ‘encourage carefully with patience’    seems not synonymous with
‘training in righteousness’ did

either impulse pierce stone? 



A partial indulgence

i
Close your eyes.
Slipped crucibles fervent bead-clutch 
watch them kneel
aun-fanned goreface topple the sedan
laid upon the teenage ontological distrait 
carry that from essex penitent
seabird crested vermilion to cley
perfected pebble expanse churn
every fall of  rain and shower of  dew
for your own intentions

2
shatter gridded territories via
housebuilding: reed-roofed. deus ex machina.
marginally: which we render broken up, plainly
signifies pulling out. 
We have a right to suppose, this
Removal of  the Frame was done with care
the twin is us is the particle is unknowable 
pessimism descend sempiternal psalter 
alternate the line
aquinas be 
healed pretend

3
catechistical means cornerstone
fling dandelions
state of  graceless
seek intoxicant remonstrance
thurible fragrant smoke clutch fingerless the ciborium
abstain from praise
fling dandelions
lean forward fix your eye 
to the smoothing
thirst

4
cross-beaded richeldis
stones smashed at
the gem-encrusted sixteenth century
pillboxes carcassed
the sear of  april 
all documented.
Owls shriek ugly token gryfalcon
unwatched candles gutter the night 
apparitions brand it: baNNeau
we rise



5
megaphonic dirgic implosion of  ___ 
doubts sweated prevailing 
tracklined formation no fine this time 
continuation marked by orthodoxy
bureaucratics of  processive familial trudge glorious
weaponning. 
erasmus shoeless in 1499 
rationalised the miraculous
park her in there let her be 
driven back to her cupboard the sinless the immaculate 
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Codex Tonalamatl  (Palm Pilot)    Codex Approaching the Plaza
    

The solar gospel,        Mix cocoa,  
oracle calendar,      agave,    
tattooed       chili and milk. 
pixel         Mix molten mango,   
almanac—       catalpa talc—
family fault-lines,      lava diagonals
political maps—      lattice the valley  
plateaus of prosperity       like Zapata  
and collapse.       upon the Zócalo.

Codex Cave Taxonomy     Codex Bazaar (Boxcar Flax)

Tag the goat.        The wampum   
The jaguar.         compost interlinks—
The eagle and fox.      lime kilns, 
The indigo stag—         citrus tinctures,
transfixed by javelins.      salmon llama,  
Tally the cannibals,      pygmy zinc—
clan-canoed,        arrowheads on barrelheads,
in wild        bottled flotsam,  
crocodile drag.      lots of pots.
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from Letters to berryman
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Lactic, sky-eyed tomboy - milk & honey..   I’m

Home, in oil&paint– work; the nifty, re-patched

corners of, being: pure ‘at heart’ & wolf-suited [fabricated], to glow [dustily]

through this bowling-green_leaf‘greenness’: 

the deeper shades of  lifting, translucent.

Scenery, to hide in and ‘sit’ - in quietesence of  

fall. Dusk.

    I take for my hat, a banana leaf; re-collect | rain ‘

(is) II – the dust

Like ‘a cup’ (shaped) so, exposed: the screen, unfurling_florescent, blistering falls

photo/ sonic – the effervesense of  trees

refuzzed >

resting upon_a film of; resonant blue | lighter, bits & pieces

Wrong from the star ,/ motion  

       *

balanced ~ Ballistic and: carelessly - the super-effectiveness of   your moves

 are weight, are (in shade) sparks

fluted so, leafed

-

Pond-sky | clouded/stirry malfunction: aglow

A spring and autumn 

period ending with        [snowdrops]

some kind of, exhaled thump –        )

contacting, roseate, water, like a bird

looking for: the movement in (my) shade, the lightening

of  clouds, ions – inter-reacting, press’d;  divey_

the feeling of  water post-intersection: the working-through

of  an amphibian_like a. [sand)stone, shedding



Iii

Now stalking, lupine: the rewinding of  roots,  ears tipped

by hands skirting long grass -

how much pause is there in a | space | the interposition of

words – the

soft collapsing, petular /

Iv – {spoken}

Out-spiked; [   ] circumambient  re: boundry, paw

over         bounds  it )

where does the foot lie, s.oftly? [wet] ) So

-	 Take your hand, your owny | go & hold

the [    ] point, moving at 320 m/s; [over

milk and honey: over] - your hand, morphing

 paths through parks and woods, to re-root, (starry-eyed) &   [ ]

‘speak’ of  the militant } moment: hustle

into > that grassy intersection

and really

‘get it’, then< bifurcate

v

there comes the flown

re-solution: the paths of  knowing, quickly | something, like a 

river

of  really sensing through/though, transposing

that physical moment’um and finding

flow

….

somewhere: untangling ‘East’; eruption signifies

The paper, curtaining [a dressing gown] | fin: sky wound, decayed & hug

[Unembraced_unembraceable, warmth] – strangling little bits and [silk stockings, worn out]

cold

Pieces – repose-d: [uncertainty] the blister, reflects and {shivers | mauled paw; bled

Compiles_buds: cinder-y | dresses \  flowers

openly Next: we wholly conflagrate: without ‘order’_ we see’d; the sky

crawlers_
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Self Heal

to rub a mind across a meadow
sweet & find a nest of unfurled 
feverfew & Nature -- th 
synaesthetic’s palm unclasping
thro th mountain’s guts are passed 
   leech thro rock & mantle
to th pincer lips of white embedded grass
   in gratitude reciprocate w/ produce
sea gestate & cloud cycles
cartoon steady 
-- in certitude life
  autotunes romance to
parthenogenesis -- so we can meet again 
& make th same words equivalent 
thro equations

society finds itself a pharmacy
a mycelium, or th intersticial web that forms
in dense packed fungus on th cusp of putrefaction
-- th viva voce answers to th swan song &
flips th invisible bird  
    th invisible hand job is th glue that binds us
that cleans th streets
-- th homeless aren’t pathetic: they hold th
memory of money
impregnant w/ potency 
generous & perceptive
   wait on grounded jets as th ash takes a drag from
th fermament, precipitates petrol & re-hymens sky
-- today we are to each other as to a vacuum
   two suckers that w/ all our might make th blowback
where what is blown back is th same degraded ball of air 
-- apply hir to you like an invocation
high on love & insolvency
yr own body will answer for the fitness of th
world & what it is
-- identical in th flyting of yr capillaries



    know thyself, heal
in a sunken moss hole/womb/mouth/bed 
as the bruise begets a lotion 
glance upwards -- force the bruise into th blue skin
to charm a lotion
note th inevitability of resolution
-- lean & be caught
wrong & i’ll be wronged
limp our necks together like salt & pepper shakers & 
vibrate as in sympathy  
th poles shift
   as a line makes circles in 
penetrating water & pushes radiation surface deep
feel as capital clicks thro th cosmos 
echolocate as sentiment & aerate so
   th earth is passed -- each grain touched 
thro a segment of th long & arched possessive heart
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4
sitting garden like
in nuances of
this negotiated
shadow they continue
we pause and
walk and
load our darkening
sacks with largeness
to scare off
/ coy from it
the sedated we find
alarm us most

5
bring me honey
and water lemon
to muteness
the armour
this wax
provides to
bullet up my
tongues
 flaming and
 fickle

6
the line i keep forgetting
deleting, matching

to the telescopes
then
to mechanize the rhythm
of  rocking arms on
authored ledge

7
here, walk seven 
steps
to the side
and club 
out
the heart
that pawned
its gold
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From  FLASH BANG

[  1  ]

bleary movements trace
stigmatic branding mark
bear upon me
the sight of eternity

 
[  2  ]

the eye feels lose in its own socket

[  3  ]

decadence and deliverance
post-natal remembrance
abandon 

tooth
in mouth
dot dot dot
 pressing each key
into  infinity
dot dot dot
  slip your hand into my throat
and never let go
consuming 
phosphorus waste
“no time like the present”
 scratch a living 
through  sounding
 hollows

   FLASH

failure to install
 function
above the  point of  your departure 

   FLASH

sifting salt & sand

   FLASH



rotating 360 degrees
 presenting a level of interest
beyond  all other levels
my mouth is my vessel
 groping along the floor
 within normal registers
introduce deliverance
 mon ami 
introduce yourself

[  4  ]

each line is not directly related

[  5  ]

transgress
across 
maps 
and other  “signs of our times”
smoothing 

the curvature
the difference in diameter 

replace function w/ fixed parameters
 resulting in imaginary form
for the second time today
  cognition fails
declaring an amnesty in retrospect 
 composed
among clean sheets
the truth is
 even less complex
absorption is a 
 MATTER 

Of
Fact

filling bathwater
 And BABIES
“sweet songs of freedom”
move to  delete
once the correction 
has been made
therefore 
  arriving
in the order of
back//left//heel and toe heel and toe
translating easily
 around 
  an impulse
wound
 around
  each finger
reminding the wearer



which  step is next
 unintentional 
  drift
from subject
 to object
through tiny voices

 my own
breaking into laughter
absurdity and repetition

   FLASH

eyes failing to see 
 beyond itself

   FLASH

and noise
fill in the blanks
 dot dot dot
hereby
and henceforth
 declaring
the inaudible 
along with

 so much else
surging  through

skin
 touch    each 
crevice  
 as if lost
so much more
emanation 
retracting with 

every   step 
looking
  skyward
in  shades of  movement 
i produce

a sense 
or sound

whichever comes first

[  6  ]

lincoln was a line dancer 
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Three Poems

1. The Gove Curve

Cold white fish on 
Wood

Beneath the river
Fast bright schools
Bleed silver, contract
Bend, stab, bend

Touch on light on scales they
Divest and vie.

Patterns on tiers
Of municipal glass

“The money follows the child”

Attend, to the fish bone
The slim neck,
Crooked hush,
A down,
Put down handle

“Stab in the dark”

In a film, handle
An old black phone, what?

For this one is the gove-curve
No this one is the gove-curve

The river, 
The silt, 
Smoothed cling film (empty) 
Gape of rock
Where guts, slip, 
Deep, red, oak, grain -

The state is narrow,
And you are basically gone,
Gone all bone-scuba

It is in the varnished fucking floor
Your face a rut around us
Build / to / up /
Crinkle / shine.

Like the winds that hurt us
On mars.

(Two)

Float perfectly sad leaf
Float bright fresh green fold
Feathers torn the dead wing, sunk
In the wreath boat, sunk
In fine claps of copper flame



Orange and green flecks
Silent carnival
Blinkless eyes.

(First performed with Rumour Cubes 18 August 2010)

2. Unchanged your smile.

Caterwaul scrap, the white rib-bill 
Opens out onto, our rung bloom
Aching dial & yowl knifed sunk-cage. 
Milk loud and achromatic air-bone
Caustic wash on the thin wind, and
Sharp collar cavity -
When even the pelican feedback
Caws out to your blood.

(First published 9 April 2009 on the Daily Filth)

2. Le 3e Arrondissement

Monochrome stub is tongue now blunt,
when   a       (cka-cka-cka)        / cleave / 
A song site to song coal scream: “our”.

Pinkish worms & jetty mines, 
& sits you, and you between me cut, 
history and all of language,
Under the shadowed shapes the “flicker of empty flags”.

They expunge the poor in clear city daylight from crossroads,
The mollusc shell bleeds out in shallow shades & blue crystal streams 
/ cleave / 
& Shell legal aid. 
Squat in brown drain 
Out, 
Not you, 
You of your home, odor, 
The worst stench out,
& Blue veins up, 
Crawl up our fingers 
As the law peals from the far edge of a glove darkly at night how everything turns in 
and to the white snow turns -

Car careens into the scar-light day:
Finger bone in a freeze-weld is a child-burst 
& To walk is impossible freedom.

But first footpath to cut the land up, and up costs grow bracken, or arable, 
Each coin for a cut in the fern-choke throat, and these cuts, cut too many to name, 

The air is a polyurethane lattice.

Cobble. Love.  Map.  March.

Make. Stone.    1871.

(First performed with Rumour Cubes at Art Uncut Gig, 18 March 2011)
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OF mallarmÉ & jeaN geNeT

From Place monge to rue d’ulme / the trawler shifts his / foundation, like the / slow 
shake of  a woman / who does not walk anymore & / whose proper shoes are flooded. 
// Night unlooses darkling / from the tough rind / of  an amorphous pimp, // & divine 
treads like a cryptic dog, / because she is a drifting saint rudderless creature, / who 
leaves no mist on stone. // you know there are no teeth / because the mouth is closed 
and / lips cave inwards. // Calcifying, she descants on silver light: 

i am a floating ameba, / willfully disjointed from the / sultry sprawling sky / where the 
dear nighttime tongue / is trawled like / muck to softly wipe my derrière douillet.

i, siren’s irony, form of  eternal azur, / blanch as a beautiful / indeterminate comparison 
to flowers, / across a desert sterile with pain, / floating with eyes half  formed.

irony, catatonic, glides / off  eternal asia / etiolated beauty and indolence, / as the im-
potent poet who comes inversely / over gifts, spawning a sterile desert of  pain.

i go eyes / closed, dead pan, fleeting. / i frigidly intensify the earthly remorse / by emp-
tying my closet. / Where do i flee? / What haggard eve jumps itself  navel-bound?

i, doused in lethean blood, reconstituted / & coming across vases & pale rosaries, / 
walk with a limp, / a half-breed, whose face you had / cut out, / a dog emerging / 
through the fissure left, / rotating, in its soul’s astronomy.

dear dead thought, to breather divine, / hand never hanging, / but levering, growl-
ing / on the underground, pushed on by expectation, / through the shut-up bug holes 
punched out by mechanical birds.

again! yes, again! repudiate the stinking city’s dust. / become an errant prison & pris-
oner at once. / Once sun has been masticated / by horizon, / live in the scuffle of  these 
black horrors.

The sky is dead. Towards you, / i crouch and run. give matter! / Forgetting the ideal 
cruel and fished martyr, divine, / who vibrates, partaking of  the literary / where battle 
/ continues. / Sky. / Where men sleep, / crouched.

Sky. / Facticity refashioned by a slow drawn / curtain. / a world against which leaves / 
rebound, prismoid, / and disorderly.

Fresnes prison, 1942, / a world collapsed / in a pearl of  shit. / The only love comes 
from / your mother parti-eyed, / gap-toothed, / a stoma seizing geisha.

Her astral corpse, a polychromic membrane / a body folding in a room, / or seaming 
on a page.

Chuchoter: Fresnes prison, 1942. / Sniff  it.

The air resumes / indifference, / a band apart. / your spit is held, a series of  enzymes, 
welded together, / across a street width. / another death rattle.
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May Ode

Honours in sequence, coin by degrees: 
clean faces bend to radiant vantage; 
good facts my bad mouth make out
drip their science on a hairless cheek. 
Sweetly we whiten the screaming child, 
whose voice is work -- or not work, 
but thinking, when the spawny mass bends 
for the hard foam, liberally chinking 
drops into the blocked sink, the pulse 
of  taught desire; knowing the end of  the wish 
is oceanic boredom, and a lung that bloats 
and sings its surfeit for you, bright dupes,
its limber strength a flex in the stone 
like attraction. The pretty guess twinkles 
waterishly, cleaning trophy money up. 

There’s good cognition in guessing the right 
tubes, too: hung smack in the lure’s jam, 
blink to swing the hinge, to impersonate  
the mirror, greasing the bad glass: 
now run like fuck. Carelessly concealed; 
the ordinary cheek, ordinary moult 
in the heart, ordinary throb of  money 
between your teeth, the sweet details 
discretely given over to the hot finish.
Our capital lies where transfer is the gain, 
fly-papered to the benevolent twist worn 
where your casebook went, deep research 
pulsing inside the gentle throat of  love. 



Carefully they lift the cap: fresh money 
seethes between the covers, screens swing  
and sway brilliantly down, tilting prices 
to switch and bet. You strike up advantage,
interned, at Justice News or whatever,
for the jobless work of  profit, advantaged 
to suffer no history, no sprawl of  loss.
Your advantage is that you are well scrubbed, 
democratic right down to your white back 
teeth, when even the stuffed lines throw you 
up, screaming: the truth is, your fucked sanctity 
will not keep us clean: just spilling 
straight sex into the sink doesn’t mean 
you’ve been well trained. In my room are books 
and machines, a light we don’t need to make 
love by. What was I thinking, I was thinking: 
and the usual beach breaks between my feet, 
the origin of  truth squirming in the work 
of  killing this art with sick intensity.
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SAME SAME

Introduction: where I introduce my life
for what is it to needing you 
weird, is it weird to invade,
another satire on nothing again
on nothing in verse you will not save
your life without nothing satirized
stylizing syncopated scandal and abomination
while in my neighborhood phantoms
of  people are afraid to go out
without a ski-mask:

      Love, you whom
      I do not know
      unionized blissfully shabbiha
      night sounds offer me in croaks
      with the force of  veracity
      must will this detail,
      06793003 beautiful:
      is it weird to be weird for 
      for you, to be in absolute love
      with you admirable I do not know

            to be     in contact
                   be weird for your life
       in love to be almost
       in contact is it not midnighting
       the bees buzz for contact
       fetching my something, *****,

To you, in the beginning, unknown 
that almost is what I wanted to uniquely 
trust 
with love in your mouth full of  should
totally being ruining
the attendance you want there to be the world
the end of  it introduce yourself
in the beginning
so full it will frighten the life out the
skeleton snowman
omega typology
like banging your head against a brick lawyer.
Will that thought be the end of  it? And if  so, of  what? Is everything 
dead and gristly or is that dead end and ended after the dead end
and now gloriously mortal life
the end of  my Caseus pâté 
waking up in plastic
legalizing the Whole Foods’ government



working out that my sausages form an ocean of  Spartan love
the end of  nothing
or not, nothing restored to tyranny
and to keep it the same, use a metaphysical name,
numen, ionists the grass bristles in the wave
its sound is the destitute revelatory anticlimax
world without humans, introduction,
the dead matter of  the abstract
introduced totally it is the nothing it is for
is convicted absolution
in a crime at Family Dollar
on the what-you-need-to-show-for-it bracketing
Off  your life
                      it will be worth
evaluating if  your car is parked,
agon,
reason, the flesh you cry for forever
agon,
it will be worth it in emphasized passion
for the thing that I cannot have:
      Lord Apollo, give me the voice to unlie
in language for someone else’s suffering
shrieking and dying into life’s fragments
what is the cost of  experience but the loss
of  the world to tax breaks for the rich at all costs –
Now, off  my life as labor is casualized
and ice cold Capital, gel in its pimp cauldron,
will not even think about phoning it tomorrow
and we each pay our debts in plagiarism
for the love of  each day’s materialism
universalistly
disenchantment against acquiescence to abstract freedom
not for the choice of  words but for knowledge of  their form
outside dead fridges engrave the pardon
of  hated grace for what it did to the dinosaurs
on day fades into trooping storms,
marching and countermarching – The Prelude, book XI –
of  because now there is only reason
you beautiful and ataractic a single shining custard skull
consolation in revealing interests and in the music
that has its beauty in being duty bound to suffering
when an astray ashtray is found in what looked like an asstray
the idiot remains, passionless 
but in the face alive, in it flip-charted VOLE I UYO
no but OEC, in life, still facing alive that is possessed
switch a life to face for for human perfection on
        and, anyway,
        historical hope is better
        than advertisement
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Soviet Power Plant

The red Flag Textile Factory St Petersburg
Photographed by richard Pare 1999
an image of  hope [gone] (gone) ((lost))
and did it smell like this then?

Illuminist

So many instruments
 dreamed
of  a thing not
 dreamed
mud-coloured flesh
 i’m so glad so glad
it’s the sound of  human sound
 water breaking
all the beings that exist in the water will die
 hence the need for their illumination
produces rapid eye movement
 produces movement
cars burning in Paris suburbs
 conflagrations
exact calibrations of  injustice
 it’s the 20th of  October
the frenzy of  youth

‘My Muslim brothers’

burnt sightless
eyeless
my muslim brothers



‘Bring back that black thing / we did not have in our story’

The dusk leaves and shadows leave
light without shadow
no name 
hallucinates them
1,700 drones
the wrong man
our thousand year plan
despair
air

Nothing is missing

There’s someone
whose need is reversed

the air is full
of  the cries of  men and women
signals
expunged unexpunged

the air is his book

chained to the morning
already cast early sky ribs
the same thing rising

nothing is missing



Growth

 The three black fans at the back of  some london buses, which you can see 
from the top deck of  another bus, have a sinister look, they seem to be looking back 
at you. Functionally, if  you think about it, rationally, they must have to do with 
ventilation in hot weather. but what is the function of  the function? in November, 
they weren’t turning, though you could see the blades were black. in appearance 
they indicate the fans of  some larger ducts, like the ones that prevent a factory 
combusting and killing the workers. What is the larger machine? For example, the 
fans that ventilate some of  the tube tunnels are much larger, perhaps two or three 
metres tall. To blow enough air so that passengers can breathe. Or the fans you can 
see through the intake of  a jet engine: at least two metres high, and think of  the 
quantity of  air that is compressed and pushed through them. and the wind that 
ventilates the city, is it enough? The huge invisible fans. The ducts.

Hard as Stone

For many days summer even in winter
the weird spine
the glow of  that book
seen with this spectre in its mouth
red segment
air of  other wounds
ruining the mouth
without possible animal
what you do understand
so entirely without hope
ah gypsies
bitter yellow
don’t trust the redeemers
where you do live the dead
continually and hissingly
the time fragment
related or unattended
music hard as stone.
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On the Ar t of  Dying Well        (2)

But let me rest a while and I will show you 
how true wisdom is to think about death.
 
 ~ Girolamo Savonarola: On the Art of  Dying Well, 1495

But since all is one, and one all, that’s car’d for, singlenesse hath such regard, I make a question, which if  you easily answere, I am satisfied, 
otherwise buryed quicke, how evere my love looses not his labour, an Universitie fire in the Winter, and a Temple pot may warme good 
licour, in which you may drink to me, and ile pledge you, I may live to make you amends if  not no more but this, such a one died in your 
debt, and that’s a Countertenor many a one sings.

 ~Robert Armin: Foole upon Foole, 1600

Awake!  Cast off  the visionary gleams which rheum the eyes in livid redness, from a sleep so insidiously light it seems its heaviness will 
never be gone on, from the feet: its reach into the spiral of  a spine enfolds the currency of  wake-full animation, be your tears yet only a 
leak in this constriction: the over-stated fate of  an animal that once a word and yoked now to a king inures in stating itself  free from tears 
to jig in perilous preamble or ruin the dew of  ghosts’ perfection in a merry blow of  dust: Awake!

My arms are light, my blows are heady, my sides
too tough for seeming strain’d O in this feint peculiar 
song,

So send for wine, bring forth now plenty, a bride
won’t weep in rowsing taint’d O for shame in this peculiar
double-wrong

Our limbs are flat, our wheels now steady, rolled
along a kissing kindly, no particular
way!

Then come my queen, in sweet exclaiming, break me open
born and broken, in the spent or kind relenting
of  this new bold and ticklish day!

I slept within a vice of  fear, my hands foreclosing upon upturned lapels, feet grimy and moist in ready shoes, perched on the lip of  my 
own casket, dreaming on my own image in wood and rot and bone. We had spent the evening as we will have done in the traditional way, 
a stick in one hand poised upon the floor from which one foot’s raised in readiness for flight or from blows as the other hand spoons up 
the palm to the teeth of  expectation and the other foot rests with the centuries ground into dust. There will seem a polyphonic babbling, 
fraught with tangling jowls and spirited lips and chins jabbing gleaming spittle noses raw in a full twilight of  silence punctured only by the 
grabbing of  gums. We tend in wounds to find a sharing solace at the glint of  eyes’ globe to ready bleed, as this enjoins and complicates 
the giddy fleet of  time ineffably with steady matter: heat on breath are things we all once breathe of. For now the image will not be burnt 
split fat incurring smoke and breathless flowing stanchions from an open place where once a mouth will falteringly have blown. The 
darkness and the firelight, in flat echo of  round glistening brickwork from steady shades to flagrant brown or even red sustains all out 
across mid-human remains or flew insensible to pipes and fights, awaits. A coughing of  music in the cellarage. Your life is on the phone 
only meant to mean you will see it later or stop to pick it up upon the way towards an ample death which all its life took the right to remain 
silent for a license to say anything at all but cannot bring it back to back itself  up or suborn the original copy. No, suffering is thinking this 
consequence is dawning on you as gentle hands in waking you will take you to the stake and blow upon you kisses your cheeks never felt 
such wet under you should have been there it was all you could do to stop yourself  from dreaming.      

The coat of  the lapels grabbed is for the hands not to have a pocket to fit to have to do, the other is a baggy fit and parades wooden 
buttons all down the front, figure if  you will out from wrists in soft betokened pallid employ. But soft a choice removes a spoon with cup 
so lip enjoys a hot enveloped slip removed in wounds substantial ploy and both coats soon are off  or grounds for part assent. I am in 
losing balance keeping time in you tends inured to all groans in weeping involuntarily simply as results from fall in heats meeting ascent. 
The nose can now by now we know no longer ever smile, were it ever to intend to be a blind-sided memorial ground for intention itself  
belies inaction in not facility but availability of  material displayed in time we come to know we never knew that at once most auspiciously 
and useless, to a fault. 

You remind me -
I miss -

O conscience conscience conscience!

I cannot sleep, without surprise, as all round me in revels sweep the dust into the fire-light or sighs and groans and smiles and smells keep 
people awake in end-to-end habituation of  a kind and cruel persistency never swallowing chewing over and over of  their suffering, so 
mouthed wretchedness numbs its jaws upon a meat of  its own mouth, and limbs, eyelids, glinting flat, wait in stilled affective moving too 
easy to say weep in chains against the walls where this is happened. 

Awake!



colon location escalator prolapse n + v,   Hong Kong

f f .  pu l l .  inspire.  the  word immediate ly  a l igned wi th inha la t ion,  /and not ,  caught  on the 
bark f rom a  (bracken)  odour  i s  a  /s l ight  ch i ldhood exc lamat ion,  and now through holes  / 
a  p ight  l i t t le  orat ion,  set  to  chew i t  up back in  i t s  reach a  /disket te.  a  word instantaneous ly 
thuds down over  the ca lm / b lanket  a t  a  t ime ca l led middle  of  the  n ight .  in  the meet ing/
today the  bas is  of  sc i f i  poet ics  spec ious  in  a l l  d iverse  har m /delayed in  speaking of, 
ghosts,  s ince the i r  economic leav ing / i s  now a l l  be  i t  done wi l l fu l ly  deter minable  speech 
exhumes / what  there  where  there  f rom then,  wound in  r ibbons,  O r u in i s  /  a  word at 
another  t ime yet  spoken of  then so mapped,  r ung / out  drawn back ,  and s lapped down 
in  f ront  of  you,  f resh as  /  tomor row,  o.  inner  s t ra ins  of  f ight  wi th screened envy,  vast  /
nothing to  be d ispensed wi th shuff les  pa ined repeated ,  sung Of  course  a l l  v io lent  fantasy 
i s  sexua l ly  intent .  what  about  love?  a  d is tant  s ide- i ssue or  show pul led c lose  by the  course 
of  inev i tab i l i ty,  of  a  l iv ing body,  of  a  per iod of  spec i f ic  d ie t  or  intake.  the  v io lence i s  the 
same,  whether  you are  threatening the pr isoner  wi th rape by dog,  or  p ick ing your  teeth out 
of  a  g lass  of  mi lk .  the  sheares  that  s l i t  the  th in-spun l i fe ;  a  metaphor  for  you maybe,  but 
in  China you go there  more recent ly  and th is  i s  h is tor ica l .  some of  my fr iends  be l ieve in 
be ing born there  out  of  the  fabled s tone.  i t  k i l l s  me.  pp.            l ike  ice,  or  tobacco /  l ike 
r ice,  l ike  T-shir t ,  men ‘o ’  pause /  get  up to  th is :  under  f resh e l iminated no longer  appl ies 
/  sat  in  f ront  of  th is  shop a l l  day  before  anyone not ices   /  lef t  a t  the  ar ter y  s top,  mine 
ar m ‘  s  v ibrat ing ,  in-  breathes  /  pa in  in  locat ion:  a  puzz le  I  refresh ’d ,  new- l i t -upon i ts  / 
aspect ,  a  s tepping off  point  not  far  f rom a  s i t t ing  -out  /  area ,  in  t rans la t ions  on tables  of  
concrete  s tone to  head / and in  cheese  p lants,  R U B B E R  /  r u in  in  a  bored red dress  ahead / 
or  f ront  which for ms i t s  infor med person on th is  g round:  /  get  i t  on the  tab le  by day  by 
n ight  fa i l  to  have l i t  upon / re la t ion enough bas is  the  reg is t ra t ion of  food wi th in sound / 
bowels        cance l led prolapsed ctenocyst  regards  a  br ight  pony / in  d ismay 

f lash ing wi th l ights  g leaming each in  l ights  the  s ize  of  r ice  g ra ins  day or  n ight  br ight 
ins is tent  a t tent ions  /  g iven another  locat ion from defense b lanks,  intes t ine  wi th / the 
perfect  lack of  cer ta inty  which ins is tent ly  ex is ts  into / another  s leepless  n ight  wrecked by 
deeply  fa l l ing  as leep.  /  a t tack ,  obvious ly  he must  t r y  to  save h is  l i fe.  woman is  the  n ig ger. 
there  are  no economies  do not  ab ide by th is  g ame re l ic  of  vacant  a i r.  for  me pornog raphy 
i s  remembered as  an indicat ion that  what  i  have done up to th is  point  l ike  that  cannot 
now cont inue wi thout  beg inning wi th su ic ide,  the  poss ib i l i t ies  s tar t  there.  f f   my penis 
led me to dec ide that  only  going on l iv ing would provide for  i t s  u l t imate  amputat ion.  in 
Tiananmen Square  the s ign ‘ square ’  has  spec ia l  provenance.  th is   d is t inct  f rom spec ia l 
announcements,  and only  heads  of  perseverance answer  through porous l ive  feeding.  your 
a lar m wretches  the person from the g round or  bas is  /  upon which the person and the 
a t tacker  work (? )  wi thout  damage to  the r ib  cage,  and pummel  and tamp down upon the 
hear t  and s tomp and pa lpate  the breath inner  ear  wor th  /  beat ing ins ide  out  f rom seabed 
to f i r m lament  of  a t tent ion.  /  the object ,  of  course,  could not  be rendered or  l i f ted f rom 
at tachment ,  even were  i t  not  the object ,  exact ly,  of  des i res  /  but  a  detachment  a ler ted , 
the  object  i t se l f  a t tached i t s  for m / to  the person,  who could not  get  away f rom detached 
ser ies                  of  objects  in  turn ,  yet  what  has  been sa id  of  the re la t ions   / 
between des i re  and wi l l ,  a re  not  compuls ive  res tra ints  /  impuls ive  constra int  of  others 
and vol i t ion in  g radat ion mapped and so def ined as  se l f -deter minant  nat ions  ant i -  /  war 
in  genera l ,  and g rounded on the deter mined cer ta inty   /  of  economic accountabi l i ty  I 
don’t  buy i t  why object i fy  /  one wi thout  the other.   exer t  yourse l f  no des i re  intent   / 
prevented personal ly  by your  t r uthfu lness,  rad ica l  economy / i t  takes  a  whi le,  a  cyc le,  say, 
for  nutr ients  to  come a  round or  in  c loth ing cont inua l ly  worn in  upon unt i l  dumb found.  

i t  was  sa id   /  in  quiet  breaths,  upon an inappropr ia te  /  occas ion,  when the mood l i t 
g lad ly,  in  l i fe ,  a l though / record i s  changeable,  recording i s  changeable,  not  so l i fe.  / 
af ter  def ined as  in  reaching ,  a l though the movement  was  not  yet ,  back into the pa lpable 
apprehens ion of  f in ished and so now in  a  d i f ferent  p lace,  though locat ions  may see-saw / 
between s tay ing the  same,  and changing :  pre- inhabi ted  /  l ines.  spoken out  worn voca l ized 
interna l ly  by which danced a  naked f lame,  inha le  the dust  as  i t  i s  heated on free  fa l l  / 
remainder :  jus t  the  b i ts  on the f loor  to  c lear  up outs ide  the reckoned n ight  s laps  a  foot 
onto concrete  and aga in  l ives  for  more than ever  before  aga in ,  a l though th is  t ime more 
s lowly,  not  s lowly  more wi th uncer ta inty,  tentat ive,  in  s tore. 



here  showing  /  emphat ic  regard for  the  t r uth about  these  pr isoners,  there   /  ar r iv ing ,  in 
f ine,  a t  th is  dest inat ion.  de l iberate  between these  two t rans la ted for ms of  one de leted / 
suspend i t  sentence,  before  us  we should cer ta in ly  require  the  sentence wr i t ten out  and 
poss ib ly  /  a l so spoken a loud,  in  a  for m approximat ing to  i t s  externa l  requirements  as  we 
apprehend them in t rans la t ion into the Engl i sh language,  but  th is  i s  hard ly  /  necessar y. 
unsound interpretat ive  c l icks   /  mark the t rans i t ion between rea l  and imaginar y  love, 
and f igures  th is  out  to  be an e legant  p loy,  end up in  a  can .   /  broken sonic  net  i t  a lways 
requires  a  model  i f  you are  going to  descr ibe i t  to  someone e lse,  that  i s  i t s  nature,  you 
cannot  jus t  say  i t  wa lked out  there  and then i t  was  shot ,  you have to  ta lk  about  l ines 
broken as  i f  nothing lost  a t  a l l ,  jus t  pa int  /  spoken of,  of  course,  not  pa inted .  

f i r s t  there  was  too much / then a  lessening a  l ight  /  but  sharp and v iv id  p lace  in  which 
a  chi ld  thought  the d i f ference / between your  mind and your  imaginat ion i s  that  /  your 
mind i s  in  your  th inking /  your  imaginat ion i s  where  you see  th ings.  then in       a 
repet i t ive  rhythm which a ler ts  ears  to  a  dangerous ly  accumulat ive  pens iveness  in  /  act ion 
in  which objects  and words  are  t rampled through  /  the i r  meaning suffocated in  such 
br ief  h is tor y.  the  tonic  of  v io lence as  exc lus ive ly  phonic  /   ampl i f ied  and / cer ta in ly  a 
recording  then / effects  a  d is t inct  sh i f t  not  so le ly  in  tone / or  even in  l ight  apprehens ion, 
but  a l so in  vocabular y  /   an impor ted recording into a  prepared unfold ing whose bas ic 
mater ia l  s t rength has  been / l iv id  occupancy of  durat ion.  durat ion can now take a  break : 
the  recording i s  here.  recording has  been here  before,  that  i s  the  aspect  under  which i t  i s 
operable  /   i t  may a lso have been there  before  /   where  th is  durat ion i s  going ,  a t  leas t  i t 
wi l l  cer ta in ly  come to i t s  dest ined end.  d iv id ing p lura l i ty  a l ready dec lar ing in  i t s  populace 
d i f ference,  in  any reader.  so  now what  does  l iv ing and l ived have to  do wi th complet ion 
or  achievement  of  the whole  s tor y?  i s  i t  a  saddle?  hard ly,  though cer ta in ly  i t  now weighs 
more,  under l ined in  l ight .  t r iva lent  embal lage

now the erot ic  s tar ts.  occupancy of  /   durat ion by mor ta l  persons,  a t  leas t  when spoken 
through,  read through /  i t  i s   a l so th is  movement ,  space does  not  come into i t  /  
or  the eros  i s  los t  in  l i s ts  of  numb exul tant  mouths  chewing over  l i tera l ly  sensor y  datum. 
here  i t  comes / no screen or  memor y can compensate  for  the come-down from a  l ive 
feed /  now can’t  we sound l ike  an imals,  of  which,  as  we know without  a  shadow or  /  a 
s l ight  b i t  of  doubt ,  man i s  a  bad.  an imal  cr ies.  ag a in  how whom trans la ted f rom becomes 
openly  c i ta t iona l  in  i t s  /  iner t  cosmic regard for  an / h is tor ica l  perspect ive  in  which to 
breathe more eas i ly  over  the d i f f icu l t  gorge of  hot  b i t  hung r y  unct ive  des i r ing.  or  do not 
punctuate  /  wi thout  a  c lock ,  durat ion i s  not  t ranscended,  t ranspor ted or  t rans-neutra l .  in 
dr iv ing an automat ic,  not  a  sh i f ter,  the  lef t  foot  can s leep but  does  i t  have to?  in  the  age 
of  bourgeois  product iv i ty  pass ive  smoking ,  i s  the  breath ing / object  ever  openly  taken in 
under  the force  of  pers i s tent  inha la t ion? 

the  cadent ia l  c la im upon the r insed porce la in ,  l ight ly  open wretched odour  safer  f lushed 
in  tempora l  ant ipathet ic  regard for  contro l  of  mine economy.  c lothed in  or  for  a l l  waters.



Poly Zero Logo Play

How does  th i s,  wh ich  i t  t akes,  to  pro long  the  a tmosphere  ins ide  the  j a r ,  be fore  a t  l ea s t  the 
met re  o f  wa te r  i s  in t roduced ,  the  women weep,  f a l l s  fo r  the  l a s t  t ime  a t  b loody  mouth  &  
 
r ena l  f a i lu re  
l ive r  f a i lu re  
 
pass  me  a  t i s sue  ( r emoved  for  t e s t s )  I  can’t  use  the  s h o t g un  t e c hn i qu e  un t i l  I ’m r unn ing  pronouns  precede  what 
i t  i s  to  come- to  t ee th  in  vacant  lo t s ?  Re f r a i n :   T he  fa ther  in te r s  a  sense  of  mora l  purpose  whose  dura t iona l 
mate r i a l  i s  en t i r e l y  per verse  when  presented  in  the  mode l  o f  the  person .  For  example ,  I  woke  up  wi th  th i s 
meta l l i c  t a s te  on  my hands.  And cons tan t l y  the  f a ther  i s  g iven  to  g iv ing  me th ings  to  dr ink  ins ide  a  can* .  
 

  En t e r  Name 

 DAVID CAMERON:  
And i f  you  see  peop le  chang ing  c lo thes  in  pub l i c  -  o r  whatever  i t  i s  they  want 
to  do  and  I ’m per fec t l y  happy  about  tha t ,  then  po l i ce  w i l l  be  there   for  you  to 
repor t  i t  p roper l y  i f  tha t  i s  what  you  wi sh  to  do.  
 
 JESUS:  
I  came in to  your  hear t ,  and  a l l  the  love  in  me  b led .  
 
 A  DOLL:  
A  s t i f f  cock .  
Are  you  the  bes t  /  
o f  the  L ibera l  e l i t e ?  
 
 K :  
You  mus t  be  jok ing.  
 
 A  DOLL:  
I ’m chok ing 

*We    have      w i thdrawn       i t . 

 
To  ca tch  the  s t a r t  o f  i t ,  we  have  to  l eave  now.  But  w i l l  never  a r r ive  there.  Unfa i l ing l y  comple t ing  the  sense 
of  mean ing :  idea l l y,  I ’d  pre fe r  to  be  do ing  noth ing.  But  s i tua t ions  l i ke  tha t  jus t  don’t  ex i s t .  In  th i s  nex t 
messag e ,  I  am g o ing  to  remember  a  photog raph  of  you  wi thout  us ing  imag es.  For  g e t t ing.  For  g iv ing.  No 
no  no  no  no. 

 
Need les s  to  say,  th i s  photog raph  was  never  ac tua l l y  t aken ,  and  h i s tor y  ends  there.  
 
But  what  i s  the  s i gna l  d i s t inc t ion  in  l i s t en ing  to  the  CEO’s  per for mance  ends  there.  
 
And however  surpr i sed  we  may  be  by  the  suddenness  o f  dea th ,  in  say,  a  photog raph ,  ends  there.



Spirit of  St. Louis

I  want  wr i t ing to  use  me. 
To be in  fact  seduced by
rhythmic inani t ies,  or  open
to ensnare  in  l i the  v io lence 
upon me a  t rans la tese  g rasp  
breathed out  l ike  p ieces  of  
molecular  g rowth pat ina  re tched  
into a  dusted mouthing s t i l lness,  
but  reading over  photons makes 
an evoked impulse  to  a l lay  s t i l l s 
those incoming ca l l s,  feats  and 
causes  of  har m in  the gent le 
d ig i ta l  contor t ions  propulsed 
in  menta l  l anguage,  d is inter  phantom 
wounds in  indis t inct  sect ions  of  gum  
and tongue,  swal lowing and sp l i t t ing 
d is t inct  repet i t ious  screens  to 
soft  emot ions,  memor y  
p i l lowed up in  rehearsa ls 
of  proposed intens i t ies : 
the  indent  of  movement 
a t  root  and uvula  becoming fa t ly 
more compel l ing but  d is t inct ly 
less  enabl ing and suffocated than 
apt ly  breath less  movements. 

Wri t ing t ranspor ts  car r ied over  & 
into Nara .  Page f i t t ing  object , 
but  never  spoken of,  becomes 
a  process  of  entra inment ,  theater
a  d isp lacement  ar t i fact  of  t ra i led 
d isc ip l ine  and not  the  scu lptura l 
d imens ion of  th inking 
which const i tutes  af fect . 
Cathect ions  of  co lors,  texture 
bear  now no dreaming re la t ion
to our  undergone factua l  sk ies.  
Car ved hand,  ch in ,  Isaac  insta tes  Ishmael  
cat -heads  d iv in ing surf  re turns  a  fool . 
Fool .  Bang two heads  together,  s toni ly  
now aper ture  unbecoming metronomic  
phonics  ab jected into pa int  upon 
a  thumb tack tack tack tack tack , 
rev is i t  pol i t ica l  c lar i ty  or  mimic to
const i tute  th i rs ty  for  access  r ights, 
comprehens ib le  for  the de l iver y  i s 
outs ide  of  th is  object ,  t i l t s  subpoenaed
not  poor  any more s ince a t  leas t  meta l 
a f forded by a  contracted boi l ing 
movement  i s  l ambent  des i r ing &
feet  catch in  the l ight  a  char m in 
potent ia l  energ y  for  buy now use. 
L ie  back and le t  i t  use. 
But  I  inv i te  you to now
gob in  the pa lm of  your  hand &
contemplate  that 
as  the  bas is  of  your
Perfor mance.  

(2011! )



     - 102 -louis jagger

Review of  Gloss To Carriers, by Ian Heames (Critical Documents, 2011)

 Themes of  science fiction have often been uneasily juxtaposed with 
modernist poetry, as if  by hinting at a larger reality of  experienced consciousness, 
a tightly-bound, twenty-line eschewer of  indulgence can somehow transcend its 
duties of  the concise quotidian. The union is rarely anything but a light touch, an 
incidental affair which meekly emphasises a disconnect rather than an integration, 
or rather which demonstrates the ‘otherness’ of  science fiction within a discourse 
that feels it has to obey the strictures of  boiling down poetry (and hence reality) to 
its absolute essence, where the fewest words possible have to say as much as they can 
about the tiniest fragment of  the universal. 
 ian Heames is a poet who resolves this quandary, and not simply for its 
own sake. His appropriation of  science-fiction themes throughout gloss To Carriers 
(and to varying degrees, his other works) enables a concise expression of  the 
heightened state of  geopolitical reality which the world’s people are experiencing. a 
vibrantly sexualised, obliquely emotionalised language of  technology demonstrates 
the oppressions, disconnections, yearnings or compromises of  an intelligent species 
mediated to by laser-wielding overlords and expected to swallow the dumbness of  it 
whole. The poems are themselves fragmented communications, garbled flight-logs 
of  the things delivering death on imperial command, each marrying (or photon-
fusing) an assortment of  technical details into a concise and curiously unadorned 
vision of  the organic and the intellectual reconstituted as mechanical will to power. 
Or in short, struggling humanity denied.
 The denying agency does not need to be identified; its tools are all it has, and 
these tools infect every level of  the quotidian. in one of  the more straightforward 
analogies of  the piece, Heames states how “This is the pain of  living in a metropolis 
/ Not a response dream / guns change their silhouettes / a management swan 
dive”, revealing at its simplest how the architecture of  oppression can be used to 
represent the movements of  financial controllers and their pervasive influence upon 
the popular consciousness. yet elsewhere, Heames fully transports his poetry to a 
frenetic and self-abusive realm where technology creates the organic world in its 
own image before attempting to destroy it: “exhaust ardour sprained the flaxen 
ground staff  / Cgi brushed steel on sedge phosphorus”. 
 The first, panoramic part of  gloss To Carriers comes to its apotheosis with 
a page-long piece set in a futuristic sci-fi military complex. Here, Heames’ language 
reaches new heights of  technological anguish, with any human or organic vector 
synthesised into the operatic efficiency of  the corporate war-machine: “Freshly cast 
bouquets of  adroit purview / aplomb dawns on the reticule / blousy in hyaline 
/ Pandects of  menstrual zircon void bonding / Claustrophobe in the machine / 
With my emotions leaking from my ‘mask’”. as ever, the flow permits glimpses of  
stoic, vaporous humanity amid the self-justifying complexities of  destruction. The 
synthesis of  elements is kaleidoscopic and seamless, organ meeting process meeting 
art meeting craft meeting device, until everything conceivable is bent to the agency’s 



ends: “Xylem of  osmotic birdsong / Fluted each weightless undercarriage”. The 
emotions experienced as a result of  exposure to this repurposing are an exquisite 
combination of  wonder and indignation which compares to that brought about by 
a viewing of  an especially vapid high-budget action-movie, except of  course done 
in a fraction of  the time, in mere words, and with the anxieties and loves of  cast and 
crew implicit in the tumbling mass of  sensation. 
 The second part of  ‘gloss To Carriers’ is ‘Carriers’, a set of  extremely short, 
titled poems which attempt to summarise instances of  military-industrial irony in just 
a few highly-charged words. While these do not have the clusterbomb aggregation 
of  the first section, they provide it a pithy imagist counterpoint. The elements of  
body and war-machine are placed in simpler relief, and the wry contrasts between 
the two are elicited in isolated lines such as “One rPg is so ample wooed” and the 
brilliantly summative final line of  the entire sequence: “love against body count”. 
These poems provide a digested essence, but the first part is essential for their full 
appreciation; they have sprung from a comprehensive and highly flexible awareness 
of  the many tools of  the oppressor.
 This is a poem of  protest and of  sharp observation which demonstrates the 
breakneck technological valuation and exploitation of  the organic, and the shrill 
processes human emotion can be shredded and remoulded to fit. Throughout the 
set, Heames’ wit and vigour is evident in his constant suggestion of  wordplay, to 
the extent where the reader is compelled to think about a triplet such as “Whole 
jet tranches / To elite mauve silt / Her pink antiaircraft” in terms as diverse as 
arms dealing and the repression of  sexuality. above all, he has mauled the processes 
of  military-industrial self-justification with pinpoint absurdity, which is, given the 
increasingly meaningless rigmarole of  technologies both within and beyond our 
knowledge currently being foisted on the world’s organisms, quite some feat of  
imagination. His use of  science-fiction as not simply the reference point but the 
medium is a vital aesthetic choice, which opens up an entire slew of  hyperbolic 
ironies that contemporary developments tend towards or even reach. gloss To 
Carriers is a pulverising, all-consuming linguistic gun-battle from which nothing 
escapes, save faint slivers of  perplexed and addled emotion. its poise and scope 
mark ian Heames as a notable voice of  postmillennial modernism, and its messages, 
while not unique, are presented in a manner that is both visceral and measured.
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